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1. INTRODUCTION 

A central feature of the study of Kleinian groups is the interplay between 
3-dimensional hyperbolic geometry and conformal dynamics. A Kleinian group 
r is a discrete subgroup of PSL2(C), which acts continuously on the union 
H3 U C of the hyperbolic 3-space with its natural boundary, the Riemann sphere 
C = C U {oo}. In the interior r acts by hyperbolic isometries, and on the 
boundary by conformal homeomorphisms. 

Thus one obtains connections between the geometry of the hyperbolic 3-
manifolds (or more generally, orbifolds) obtained as quotients U3 jr, and the 
conformal dynamics of the action of r on C. The natural questions of clas-
sification, structure, and deformation of these systems have been fruitfully ap-
proached from both of these points of view, and their interaction provides a 
great deal of structure. 

This paper studies what is initially a question of classification. A hyper-
bolic 3-manifold N of infinite volume has ends, which we think of as the 
connected components of the complement in N of a compact submanifold 
which is homotopy-equivalent to N (see section 2). If N is "geometrically 
tame", the geometry of its ends can be approximately characterized by what we 
call end invariants (see sections 2 and 9). If an end is "geometrically finite" its 
invariant is a Riemann surface, which arises as the quotient of a component 
of the domain of discontinuity of the action of the associated Kleinian group 
on C. If an end is "simply degenerate", the invariant is a geodesic lamination 
(which can be thought of as an infinite curve system on a surface). These latter 
invariants, and the associated notions of simply degenerate ends and geomet-
rically tame manifolds, were introduced by Thurston [Thu82a], who made the 
following conjecture (see also [Thu82b, Abi88]): 
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Conjecture 1.1 (Ending lamination conjecture) (Thurston). A hyperbolic 3-mani-
fold with finitely generated fundamental group is uniquely determined by its topo-
logical type, and its list of end invariants. 

We shall prove this conjecture in a special case, and apply the techniques of 
the proof to obtain some further results about the structure and deformations 
of some Kleinian groups. In particular we will try to clarify somewhat the 
connection of the ending laminations, which are "internal" hyperbolic objects, 
to the dynamics of the action of the group on C. 

Let N be a complete hyperbolic 3-manifold with finitely generated funda-
mental group r c PSL2(C). In this paper we shall consider N (or equivalently 
r) which satisfies the following conditions: 

Ct. r ~ A * B unless A or B is trivial. 
C2. There is a lower bound € > 0 on the injectivity radius at every point in 

N. 

Condition Ct ensures, by a theorem of Bonahon [Bon86], that N is geomet-
rically tame. The question of geometric tameness is still open for hyperbolic 
manifolds not satisfying this condition. Canary [Can93] has shown that it is 
equivalent to the question of whether N is homeomorphic to the interior of a 
compact manifold. In the case of such manifolds it seems possible that some 
of the techniques of this paper would apply, though the analysis has not been 
carried out. 

Condition C2 allows some fairly strong use of compactness theorems in this 
paper, and in its predecessor [Min93]. Recall that the injectivity radius injN(X) 
for x E N is the supremum of radii of embedded balls about x. 

Our main theorem is the following: 

Theorem A (Ending lamination theorem). Let NI and N2 be two homeomor-
phic hyperbolic 3-manifolds satisfying Cl-2. If the end invariants of correspond-
ing ends of NI and N2 are equal, then the homeomorphism is homotopic to an 
isometry. 

Before we discuss this result and its corollaries, let us recall briefly the recent 
history of this aspect of Kleinian groups. 

Theorem A can be seen as a "rigidity" result, and in fact is based on a well-
known family of such results. The first of these is the Mostow rigidity theorem 
[Mos68, Mos73], which states that two isomorphic Kleinian groups with com-
pact quotients are in fact conjugate in Isom(H3). The isomorphism, together 
with the compactness of the quotient, gives rise to a quasi-isometry of H3 that 
conjugates the actions of the groups, and extends to a quasiconformal conjugacy 
of their actions on C. An ergodicity property of the group actions on their limit 
sets (which are all of C in this case) then implies that the conjugacy is in fact 
conformal, and hence an isometry in H3 . Mostow's theorem extends to groups 
with finite-volume quotients, by work of Prasad [Pra73]. 
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The second classical example is the classification of geometrically finite groups 
by Bers, Kra, Marden, Maskit, et al. Such groups have quotients of infinite 
volume, but the geometry is controlled by a finite-volume region called the 
convex core. Such a group acts discontinuously on a non-empty domain net 
(the complement of its limit set), and the quotient of n is a finite collection 
of Riemann surfaces of finite type, which are the end invariants for the group. 
Two isomorphic geometrically finite groups are conjugate in Isom(H3) if these 
quotient Riemann surfaces are conformally equivalent. In other words, there 
are no deformations of such a group which are not reflected in deformations of 
the end invariants. 

Finally there is Sullivan's rigidity theorem (see [Sul81] and section 6). This 
theorem states that two finitely generated Kleinian groups r 1 and r 2 are con-
jugate in Isom(H3) if their actions on C are conjugate by a quasiconformal 
homeomorphism, which in addition is actually conformal on the domains of 
discontinuity. In the case of geometrically finite groups with infinite-volume 
quotients, this theorem reiterates the fact that the conformal boundary at in-
finity controls the geometry of the group. For geometrically infinite groups, the 
theorem shows that the conformal boundary still controls the quasiconformal 
deformations. 

The question arises of whether the condition of quasiconformality of the con-
jugating homeomorphism is necessary in Sullivan's theorem, or whether a topo-
logical conjugacy suffices. The connection between this question and the ending 
lamination conjecture is that one expects two topologically conjugate Kleinian 
groups to have the same ending laminations for their degenerate ends-indeed 
the ending laminations were originally introduced to characterize the topologi-
cal structure of the action of a Kleinian group on the sphere. We can prove the 
following, in the case of surface groups: 

Theorem E (Topological rigidity). Let r l and r 2 be two Kleinian groups, 
isomorphic to a closed surface group lrl (S), and satisfying C2. Suppose there is 
a homeomorphism !T : C - C such that 

r 2 =!T 0 r l o!T-I 

(as groups acting on the sphere), and !T is conformal on the domain of discon-
tinuity of r l . Then !T is a Mobius transformation. 

Remark. Ohshika [Ohs] has recently shown how to apply Theorems A and E to 
obtain a generalization of Theorem E to all groups satisfying Cl and C2. 

Theorem E follows from a result that makes more precise the connection of 
the ending lamination to the topological structure of the action of a Kleinian 
group on its limit set. This is Theorem D , whose full statement appears in 
section 7, and which may be briefly described as follows: 

Theorem D (Topology of the action). Let Po : lrl (S) - PSL2(C) be a Fuchsian 
representation of a closed surface group, and let P : lrl (S) - PS~(C) be any 
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discrete, faithful representation whose image satisfies C2. Then there is a contin-
uous map x: t -+ t which takes the action of po(x l (S» to that of P(XI (S». 
This map collapses certain closed subsets of t to points, and is determined up 
to isotopy by the end invariants of p. 

This theorem extends a result originally proved by Cannon and Thurston 
[CT89] in the case of groups arising from a limiting construction of Thurston 
using pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms of S (in particular their result applies 
to groups of fibers of closed hyperbolic 3-manifolds fibering over the circle). 
As a consequence of Theorem D we also obtain the extension to our setting of 
another theorem of Cannon and Thurston: 

Theorem B (Peano curves). Let r = P(XI (S» be a Kleinian group satisfying 
C2, where S is a closed surface, and let Po be a Fuchsian representation of 
Xl (S), with limit set Ao·~ Sl. Then there is a continuous map 4> : Sl -+ Ar , 
which takes the action by Po on Sl to the action of P on Ar . 

In particular when the limit set is all of t, we obtain a sphere-filling curve 
which is invariant by the group action. 

Finally we mention an immediate corollary of Theorem B: 

Corollary C. If r is a surface group satisfying C2, then Ar is locally connected. 

Plan of the paper. In order to go from the end invariants' of a manifold to its 
isometry type, we first build a "model metric" which is quasi-isometric to the 
hyperbolic one, and which depends only on its end invariants. It then follows 
that two manifolds with the same end invariants are quasi-isometric to the same 
model, and Sullivan's rigidity theorem can be applied to show they are isometric. 

The main difficulty is in controlling the simply degenerate ends. Such an end 
can be "filled up" by images of hyperbolic surfaces known as pleated surfaces, in 
such a way that control of the geometry of these surfaces is sufficient to control 
the geometry of the end. Our task is to obtain this control, starting only from 
the ending laminations. 

The bulk of the proof of Theorem A is in sections 4 and 5. Section 4 gives 
a careful discussion of families of homotopic pleated surfaces in hyperbolic 3-
manifolds, and shows in particular how their internal geometry controls their 
placement in the 3-manifold, and the homotopies between them. Section 5 
utilizes this information, together with the main result of [Min93] (which is 
summarized in section 9), to construct a model manifold and the accompanying 
quasi-isometry to the hyperbolic manifold. Section 6 combines these results to 
give Theorem A. 

In section 7 we prove the above-mentioned extensions of the theorems of 
Cannon and Thurston, together with Theorem E. The main tool here is the 
model manifold constructed in section 5, together with some basic facts about 
quasi-isometries in hyperbolic space. Section 8 contains the application of these 
to the proof of Theorem E. 
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Sections 2 and 3 are mostly expository. Section 2 gives some basic definitions 
and notation for Kleinian groups, surface theory, and Teichmuller theory. Sec-
tion 3 is a discussion of quasi-isometries and related notions, and contains one 
useful but technical lemma about lifts of quasi-isometries to universal covers. 

Section 9 is again mostly expository, giving a fuller discussion of basic facts 
about ending laminations (with proofs that are hard to find in the literature), as 
well as a summary of the results of [Min93] about families of pleated surfaces 
which are a key element of the proof in section 5. 

2. NOTATION AND BACKGROUND 

2.1. Kleinian groups. A Kleinian group is a discrete subgroup r of Isom(H3) , 
which acts also by Mobius transformations on the Riemann sphere t = c u 
{oo}. We assume throughout that r is finitely generated, orientation preserv-
ing, and contains no elliptic (torsion) elements. Thus N = H 3/r is a complete 
orientable hyperbolic three-manifold, and r ~ 1l:, (N). 

The limit set of r, denoted A = Ar C t, is the smallest closed r-invariant 
subset of t. Let 0 = Or denote t - A, the domain of discontinuity. r acts 
properly discontinuously on 0, and the quotient Q/r is a Riemann surface, 
thought of as a "boundary at infinity" for N. 

If N is homeomorphic to the interior of a compact manifold (which is the 
case for the manifolds discussed here, and conjectured to be true for all quo-
tients of finitely generated Kleinian groups), we say that N is topologically 
tame. In any case, due to a general theorem of Scott (see [Sc073]), N contains 
a compact core K(N) , that is, a compact codimension-O submanifold whose 
inclusion in N is a homotopy equivalence. Each component of N - K is a 
neighborhood for a unique end (see Bonahon [Bon86]), which gives a one-to-one 
correspondence between the ends and the components of 8 K . 

2.1.1. Geometrically finite ends and the domain of discontinuity. Restrict now 
to the case where N has no cusps, or equivalently that r has no parabolic 
elements, and assume N satisfies Cl-that is, 1l:, (N) has no non-trivial free 
decomposition. This can be interpreted topologically: it is equivalent to the 
condition that the inclusion map i. : 7r, (S) --. 1l:, (N) is injective for each 
component S of 8K(N) , or that 8K(N) is incompressible (see [Bon86]). 

Let C(N) denote the convex core of N, the smallest convex submanifold of 
N whose inclusion is a homotopy equivalence. Alternately C(N) is obtained 
as the quotient by r of the convex hull ~(A) c H3 of the limit set. An 
end of N is called geometrically finite if it has a neighborhood disjoint from 
C(N). N is called geometrically finite if every end of N is geometrically finite 
(or equivalently, for the case without parabolics, if C(N) is compact). 

Let e be a geometrically finite end of N, and Se the corresponding boundary 
of the convex core C(N). Assuming that Se is incompressible, it lifts to a 
union of convex disks in the universal cover, each (intrinsically) isometric to a 
hyperbolic plane, and meeting t in a Jordan curve. Let Se denote one such 
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disk, and re its stabilizer in r. Se bounds a (topological) halfspace on its 
convex side that meets C in a disk component ne of n. The Poincare metric 
on ne descends to a hyperbolic metric Pe on the quotient ne/re' which may 
be canonically identified with Se' via orthogonal projection from ne to Se 
(see [EM87] and section 5). 

The metric Pe determines a point in the TeichmiUler space !T(Se) (see sec-
tion 2.2 for definitions). In the case of geometrically finite manifolds, this 
data, for all the boundary components of K(N) , serves to classify N up to 
isometry (see [AB60, Ber70, Kra72, Mar74, Mas71]). We shall call the element 
[Pe] E !T(Se) the end invariant of the geometrically finite end e. 

2.1.2. Geometric tameness and ending laminations. Let e be an end of N , with 
Se the corresponding component of 8K(N) , and let Ne be the neighborhood 
of e bounded by Se. If e is not geometrically finite, we may still be able to 
control it via the following notion of Thurston (see [Thu82a, Bon86]). 

Definition 2.1. An end e of a manifold N with no cusps that satisfies C 1 
is simply degenerate if there is a sequence {I'J of simple closed curves on 
Se' whose geodesic representatives 1'; in N are eventually contained in any 
neighborhood of e. 

We say that the curves 1'; "exit the end". 

Remark. There is a slightly more complicated version of this definition which 
holds for manifolds with parabolics, and manifolds that do not satisfy Cl (quo-
tients of general purely hyperbolic free groups, for example). See [Can93] for a 
good discussion of these cases. 

N is called geometrically tame if all its ends are either geometrically finite 
or simply degenerate. Thurston showed that geometrically tame manifolds have 
some useful topological and analytical properties. In particular a geometrically 
tame manifold is topologically tame. 

It is conjectured that all hyperbolic manifolds (with finitely generated funda-
mental group) are geometrically tame. The basic result in this direction which 
is relevant to us is the following: 

Theorem 2.2 (Bonahon [Bon86]). If N satisfies Cl, then N is geometrically 
tame. 

Thurston defined an invariant of a simply degenerate end which character-
izes its approximate geometry, and is an analogue of the conformal structure at 
infinity of a geometrically finite end. This invariant is called the ending lami-
nation J..e , which is an element of the geodesic lamination space ~~(Se) (see 
section 2.2 for a definition of ~2'(Se) and the space .L!?(Se) of measured 
laminations). The ending lamination is defined by virtue of the following fact, 
which we state in the no-cusp case (see also [Bon, Can93] for a proof). 

Lemma 2.3 (Thurston). Let e be a simply degenerate end of a hyperbolic 3-
manifold without cusps, satisfying Cl. There is a unique J..e E ~2'(Se) such that 
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any sequence of simple closed curves Y j in Se whose geodesic representatives exit 
the end converges in .L!&'(S) to a lamination whose support is Ae' 

The ending lamination Ae has the property that it intersects transversely the 
support of every measured lamination on Se except for itself. 

In general, by the "end invariant" of a geometrically tame end we mean its 
ending lamination if it is simply degenerate, or its conformal structure at infinity 
if it is geometrically finite. Thurston's ending lamination conjecture (Conjecture 
1.1) is the statement that, for a geometrically tame hyperbolic manifold, the 
ending laminations and Riemann surfaces at infinity suffice to determine the 
manifold uniquely. 

2.2. Surface theory. 
2.2.1. Laminations and foliations. Let S be a closed surface, and (J a hy-
perbolic metric on S. A geodesic lamination on (S, (J) is a closed disjoint 
union of complete simple geodesics in the metric (J. Let ~2'(S) denote the 
space of all geodesic laminations on (S, (J). Let .L!&'(S) be the space of 
geodesic laminations on (S, (J), equipped with transverse measures (see, e.g., 
[Thu82a, CB88, Cas82]). .-I2'(S) has a natural topology under which it is 
homeomorphic to a finite-dimensional cell. As the notation suggests, the choice 
of (J is unimportant: a different choice would yield a canonically homeomor-
phic space (see [Hat88)). The simple closed geodesics, equipped with positive 
weights, form a dense subset of .L!&'(S). The length function £(1 : .L!&'(S) -+ R 
is continuous and linear under scaling of measures. The quotient .9.-12'(S) = 
(.L!&'(S) - {O} )/R+, obtained by identifying laminations with the same support 
and proportional measures, is a sphere, and in particular compact. 

We shall also be using an equivalent construction, that of measured folia-
tions on a surface (see [FLP79)). Denote by .L9"(S) the space of equivalence 
classes of topological foliations on S with three- or more-pronged saddle sin-
gularities, equipped with transverse measures. The equivalence is under iso-
topy, and collapsing of compact leaf segments joining singularities (Whitehead 
moves). There is a natural homeomorphism between .L9"(S) and .L!&'(S) , 
obtained by "straightening" each leaf of a foliation to its geodesic representa-
tive (see [Lev83] as well as a discussion in section 7). We form .9.L9"(S) by 
projectivizing, as above. 

If p. is an element of .L!&'(S) or .9.L!&'(S) , let the support supp(p.) denote 
the element of ~2'(S) obtained by forgetting the measure. 

The geometric intersection number i(,) for closed curves on a surface ex-
tends to a continuous function on .L!&'(S) x .L!&'(S) (and thus on .L9"(S) x 
.L9"(S)), homogeneous in both arguments (see [Bon86)). 

Two laminations A and p. in g'2'(S) are said to fiJI up S if the union of 
their geodesic representatives in any hyperbolic metric cuts S into a union of 
disks each of whose boundaries is finitely many compact arcs of A and p. (see 
[Ker92, Thua)). We shall need the following facts about ending laminations in 
sections 5 and 7. 
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Lemma 2.4. Let A be an ending lamination of an end e of a hyperbolic 3-
manifold N without cusps, satisfying Ct. Then the following hold: 

(t) Every half-leaf of A is dense in A. 
(2) If p, # A is the support of a measured lamination then A and p, fill up 

Se· 
Proof. The support of any measured lamination decomposes into a disjoint 
union of minimal closed sublaminations (see [LevS3]). We claim that the ending 
lamination A is already minimal. For if not, let Al and A2 be distinct minimal 
components of A. A sufficiently small neighborhood of Al must be disjoint 
from A2 and at least one of its boundary components y must be topologically 
non-trivial since A2 cannot be contained in a disk. Thus y has a geodesic 
representative disjoint from A, in contradiction to the last assertion of Lemma 
2.3. 

Since any half-leaf of A must accumulate on a minimal component, we con-
clude that each half-leaf is dense. 

For (2), let U be a component of S - (A U p,). If U is not a topological 
disk then it contains a homotopically non-trivial curve, which again contradicts 
Lemma 2.3. Thus it is a disk, whose boundary consists of leaf segments of 
A and p,. It remains to check that each segment is compact. A non-compact 
segment of A cannot occur because, being dense in A, it would imply A n p, = 0 , 
contradicting Lemma 2.3. A non-compact segment of p, would accumulate on a 
minimal component of p, disjoint from A, again contradicting Lemma 2.3. 0 

2.2.2. TeichmiUler space. The Teichmuller space !T(S) of a closed surface S 
is the space of conformal structures on S, considered up to conformal isomor-
phisms isotopic to the identity. Equivalently it is the space of hyperbolic metrics 
on S, up to isometries homotopic to the identity (see, e.g., [AbiSO, GarS7]). 

There is a natural topology on !T (S) , under which it is homeomorphic to 
a finite-dimensional cell (of the same dimension as L.?(S)). It has several 
natural metrics, and the one we shall be using throughout this paper is known as 
the TeichmUller metric. Given two points u, r E !T (S) , the distance between 
them is given as 

dT(u, r) = ! 10gK(u, r), 
where K is the least quasiconformal dilatation of a map from (S, u) to (S, r) 
in the homotopy class of the identity. 

The least dilatation is realized by a unique extremal map, known as a 
Teichmuller map, which has a special form: Begin with a holomorphic quadratic 
differential <I> on (S, u), that is, a tensor of the form <I>(z)dz2 in a holomor-
phic coordinate chart, where <I>(z) is holomorphic (see [GarS7, StrS4]). Away 
from the zeros of <I> there is a canonical holomorphic coordinate (= x + i y , 
defined locally up to translation and sign, such that <I> = d (2 in this coordinate. 
The lines {y = c} and {x = c} are thus consistently defined, and form what 
are known as the horizontal and vertical foliations, respectively, or <l>h and <l>v' 
The metric 1<1>1 = Id(12 = dx2 + dl is also canonically defined, and it is Eu-
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clidean with isolated singularities at the zeros of «I> where there is concentrated 
negative curvature. Note that the foliation leaves are geodesic with respect to 
Ic;I)l. Let Ic;I)KI denote the metric obtained from 1«1>1 by multiplying lengths of 
vertical leaves by K- 1/ 2 and horizontal leaves by Kl/2. This defines a new 
conformal structure r and a quadratic differential «I>K which is holomorphic 
in r, and the identity map is the unique extremal map. 

Fixing the basepoint u, the choice of all (unit-area) differentials «I> and 
dilatations K parametrizes all of 9"(S). The set 

is a "Teichmiiller geodesic ray". The foliation «I>v is called the "endpoint" of 
the ray R(u, «1». 

The following lemma, which follows from a compactness argument on the 
moduli space of surfaces and a theorem of Kerckhoff [Ker80), is proven in 
[Min93): 

Lemma 2.S. Let u and p denote the hyperbolic metrics representing two points 
in 9"(S). Suppose that injectivity radii in (S, p) and (S, u) are bounded 
below by € > O. Then 

lq(Y) 
dr(p, u) - b $; logs~p lp(Y) $; dr(p, u) + b, 

where b depends on X(S) and €. The supremum is taken over all homotopy 
classes of simple closed curves in S. 

3. QUASI-ISOMETRIES 

The notion of quasi-isometries in hyperbolic space and their extensions to 
the sphere at infinity is an important ingredient in the rigidity and deformation 
theory of hyperbolic manifolds, and has received much attention (and general-
ization) recently. In this section we shall briefly recall some of these ideas (see 
also [Can91, CDP90, Gd1H90, Gr087]). Let 

P< Q 
"'(a.b) 

(or simply P ~ Q) denote the inequality 

P $; aQ + b 

with constants a, b independent of the particular context (where necessary we 
will denote the dependencies explicitly). Similarly let 

P ~(a.b) Q, 

or simply P ~ Q, denote the conjunction of P < Q and Q < P . 
.... (a.b) . ....(a.b) 
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Let f: X -+ Y be a map (not necessarily continuous) between two metric 
spaces. If 

dy(f(x) , f(x '» < dx(x, x') 
-(K ,6) 

for K, J > 0 and any x, x' in X, we say that f is (K, J)-quasi-Lipschitz, 
or simply quasi-Lipschitz. If 

dx(x, x') ==(K ,6) dy(f(x) , f(x'» 
for K, J > 0 and every x, x' E X we say that f is a (K, J)-quasi-isometry, 
or simply a quasi-isometry. 

We call f coboundedif dy(Y, f(X» is bounded for all y E Y. If the bound 
is L ~ 0 we say f is L-cobounded. 

Oearly a composition of quasi-isometries is a quasi-isometry, and likewise 
for quasi-Lipschitz. It is also clear that, given a cobounded quasi-isometry 
f: X -+ Y there exists g: Y -+ X, also a cobounded quasi-isometry, such that 
dx(x, g(f(x))) and dy(Y, f(g(y))) are bounded. We call g a quasi-inverse 
of f. 

Now consider a continuous map f : X -+ Y between path-metric spaces. 
We say that f is a liftable (K, J)-quasi-isometry if any lift 1 : X -+Y to 
the universal covers is a (K, J)-quasi-isometry. We similarly define liftably 
quasi-Lipschitz. 

It is easy to construct examples of continuous quasi-isometries which are 
not liftable. One soon sees that some further topological as well as geometric 
constraints must be imposed. We shall find the following lemma useful. 

Lemma 3.1. Let f: X -+ Y be a continuous map between two locally compact, 
connected path-metric spaces, and let 1: X -+ Y be a lift to the universal covers. 

Given K, L, J > 0 there exists Bo = Bo(K , L, J) such that, if the following 
conditions hold, then f is a liftable quasi-isometry, and 1 is L-cobounded: 

Q 1. f is an L-cobounded homotopy equivalence for some L ~ 0 . 
Q2. f is a (K, J)-quasi-isometry. 
Q3. f is liftably (K, J)-quasi-Lipschitz. 
Q4. There exist numbers A > 0 and B > Bo such that, given a deck transla-

tion 0: X -+ X and C; EX, if dy(l(c;) , l(o(c;))) :::; B then dx(c;, o(c;» 
:::;A. 

Note that Q4 can be stated as a property of closed loops in X and Y: a 
sufficiently short loop in Y through any point is homotopic, fixing that point, 
to the image of a short loop in X. 

Proof. Let e : X -+ X and q : Y -+ Y be the covering projections, so that 
fop = q 0 f. Since f· is a homotopy equivalence, it is easy to see that if 
y E f(X) then all of q-lJY) is contained in l(X). Thus, since f is L-
cobounded it follows that f is L-cobounded also. 
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We shall choose Bo = (K2 + 1 )2L + (K + 1)0. With this choice, the following 
is a consequence of QI-Q4: 

QS. There exist B' > 2L and A' > 0 such that, if dy(l(el ) , 1(e2» ~ B' 
and el , e2 E 1, then di(e l , e2 ) ~ A' . 

In fact, choose any B > Bo' and let B' = (B - (K + 1)0)/(K2 + 1). Let - , 
Xi = p(ej), "i = !(ei) , and Yi = q("j) = !(xj). Then dy(Y1 , Y2) ~ B , so by 
Q2 we have dx(xl , x2) ~ KB' + o. Thus there is a lift e; of x2 such that 
di(el , e;) ~ KB' + o. Let 11; = l{e;). Then, by Q3, dy{11I' ,,;) ~ K2 B' + 
(K + 1)0, so that dy {"2' 11;) ~ {K2 + I)B' + (K + 1)0 = B. Since e2 and 
e; differ by a deck translation of 1, it follows from Q4 that di {e2 , e;) ~ A. 
Thus di(e l , e2 ) ~ A + KB' + 0 , proving QS. 

Now take any ej E 1, 11i = l{ei ). The inequality 

is already provided by condition Q2. It remains to prove the opposite inequality. 
Let B" = B' - 2L, which is positive by the choice of B'. By connecting 

111 to 112 with a path of length dy (111 ' 112) and suitably subdividing it, we may 
obtain a sequence 111 = so' SI ' ... ,sn = 112' such that dy(Sj' Si+l) ~ B" and 
n ~ 1 + dy (111 ' "2)1 B" . Since 1 is L-cobounded we may find tj E 1(1) such 
that d(Si' tJ ~ L, and thus d(ti' t j+l ) ~ 2L + B" = B'. Now, by QS, given 
preimages ui E J-1(tJ we have di(u p Ui+ l ) :::; A' . Thus (letting Uo = el and 
un = e2 ' and summing), 

Let us briefly describe an example that illustrates why the lower bound Bo 
in condition Q4 is necessary. Let G n denote a graph on n + 1 vertices labelled 
en , a~ , ... ,a;, with the following edges: {a7a~l: i = 1, ... , n - I}, which 
we color green, and {en a7 : i = 1 , ... , n} , which we color red (note that the 
edge a~ a; is not included). Put a metric on Gn for which all edges have length 
1. Now form the space X from the union uGn by adjoining (red) edges enen+1 

of length 1. 
Let G n (€) denote G n with the metric in which the red edges have length 1 

and the green edges have length €. Form Y from uG n (lin) by again adding 
(red) edges en en+1 of length l. Let ! : X -t Y be the identity map on the 
underlying graphs. 

Properties QI-Q3 certainly hold for !. In particular the fact that ! is 
a quasi-isometry follows from the observation that the diameters of Gn (and 
Gn{€» are always at most 3. Condition Q4 would be satisfied, vacuously, if we 
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could choose B < 2, because every homotopically non-trivial loop in Y must 
go through at least two red edges, and thus has length at least 2. 

On the other hand, 1 is not a quasi-isometry, because in GlI there is always 
a non-trivial length-minimizing loop of length n + I whose image has length 
3 - I/n in GlI (l/n). 

We will apply Lemma 3.1 in section 5 to a situation in which, in fact, a 
stronger condition than Q4 holds. Therefore we will only need the following 
weaker result: 

Corollary 3.2. Let f: X -+ Y be a continuous map between two locally compact, 
connected path-metric spaces, and let 1: i -+ Y be a lift to the universal covers. 

Suppose that conditions Q l-Q3 hold for f, as well as the following: 
Q4' . For any B > 0 there is an A > 0 such that, given a deck translation 

a: i -+ X and C; E i, if dy(l(c;) , l(a(c;))) :::; B then dx(c;, a(c;)) :::; A. 

Then 1: i -+ Y is a cobounded quasi-isometry. 

We now consider quasi-isometries in the simpler context of surfaces. 

Lemma 3.3. Let q be a hyperbolic metric on a closed surface S, with injectivity 
radii bounded below by € > O. Let 4> be a holomorphic quadratic differential 
of unit mass on (S, q). Then id: (S, q) -+ (S, 14>1) is a liftable (K, is)-quasi-
isometry, where K and is depend only on € and X(S). 

(Note that this is stronger than the fact that there is some map homotopic to 
the identity which is a liftable quasi-isometry.) 

Proof We first obtain a pointwise comparison between the hyperbolic metric 
q and the quadratic differential metric 14>1, using a standard type of compact-
ness argument. Consider the set of triplets e = {(2", p, <f))}, where 2" is a 
Riemann surface of hyperbolic type, p is a basepoint in 2", and 4> is a holo-
morphic quadratic differential on 2". This space admits a geometric topology, 
described in [McM89, Appendix], which is an extension of the standard geo-
metric topology on hyperbolic surfaces. In particular the ratio 14>(P)I/q(P) is 
well defined and continuous on e, where q is the (unique) hyperbolic metric 
on 2'. Let eg (€) denote the subset of e for which 2" is a closed surface of 
genus g, and the injectivity radius of q is at least € > 0 at every point. As 
a special case of Theorem A.3.1 of [McM89], the projectivized space peg (€) 
is compact, where peg (€) = ei€)/c., with C. acting by multiplication on 
<f). Since peg (€) may be identified with the subset of eg (€) where the mass 
1I<f)11 is 1, we may conclude that the function 1<f)I/q has an upper bound on this 
subset. 

In our setting this implies that the map id: (S, q) -+ (S, 14>1) is uniformly 
Lipschitz, and so is its lift to the universal cover. 

The reciprocal ratio is not bounded, since <f) has zeros. However, the same 
compactness result implies that, fixing is > 0, there is a uniform upper bound 
q(P)/I<f)(P)1 :::; Kl for p lying outside a is-neighborhood A6 of the zeros of <f) 
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(where the neighborhood is measured in the u metric). Thus the inverse of the 
identity is also uniformly Lipschitz outside AJ . 

The number of zeros of <I> is bounded by 2Ix(S)I, by the Poincare index 
theorem. It follows that the u-diameter of a component of A'"3<S is at most 
L = 126Ix(S)I. Therefore, given € , we may choose 6 small enough so that each 
component of A'"3<S is contained in a disk in S. Thus, any path a contained 
in A'"3<S is homotopic (fixing endpoints) to a path of u-Iength at most L. 

Suppose l'CII,(a) :5 26jKl . If a lies outside AJ its u-Iength is at most 26. 
If not, then since the 1<I>l~stance from AJ to S - ~t5 must be at least 26 j Kl ' 
it follows that a C ~t5 ' so we may deform it to a bounded path, as above. 

Since we can divide an arbitrary path into segments of I<I>I-Iength at most 
26 j Kl and apply the above bounds, we conclude that id: (S, 1<1>1) -+ (S, u) is 
liftably quasi-Lipschitz. 0 

As an easy corollary of this we may obtain the following statement, which is 
well known: 

Lemma 3.4. Let P and u be two hyperbolic metrics on S, such that the in-
jectivity radii inju and inj p are bounded below by € > O. Then there is a 
liftably quasi-isometric map h : (S, u) -+ (S, p) isotopic to the identity, where 
the constants depend only on x(S) , dr(p, u), and € • 

Proof Let <I> be the quadratic differential on (S, u) associated to the 
Teichmiiller map between (S, u) and (S, p) isotopic to the identity. Let <l>K' 
be the image quadratic differential in (S, p), where K' = ! logdr(p, u). Ap-
ply Lemma 3.3 to id: (S, u) -+ (S, 1<1>1), and to id: (S, I<I>KI) -+ (S, p). Then 
compose these with the Teichmiiller map, which is K' -bilipschitz, to obtain the 
desired map. 0 

3.1. Quasiconvexity and the sphere at infinity. The compactification of H3 by 
the Riemann sphere t can be viewed as an intrinsic hyperbolic construction. 
One can in general compactify H n using a "sphere at infinity" S:O-1 or 8Hn , 
by fixing a basepoint Xo of H n , associating each x E H n to the geodesic 
segment from Xo to x, and appending the sphere of infinite geodesic rays 
based at xo' with the natural topology on the set of geodesics (this construction 
is independent of xo). Isometries of H n then act continuously on H n u 8Hn • 
(See [GdlH90] for this construction in the general context of "negatively curved" 
spaces in the sense of Cannon and Gromov.) 

A subset C of a path-metric space X is K -quasiconvex if, given x, y E C , 
any geodesic segment a whose endpoints are x and y is contained in a K-
neighborhood of C. If C is O-quasiconvex we say it is totally geodesic. The 
following is well known: 

Theorem 3.5. If C c X is K-quasiconvex and h : X -+ Hn is a (K, 6)-quasi-
isometry, then h( C) is K' -quasiconvex, where K' depends on K, 6, and n. 

An important special case (which in fact implies the general case) is when 
C = X = R. In this case we say that h(R) is a quasi geodesic, and the theorem 
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implies that heR) lies in a uniform neighborhood of a true geodesic. Note also 
that it follows that heR) accumulates on the endpoints of this geodesic in oHn • 

Let us consider this phenomenon more generally. 
Let C c H n be any quasiconvex set, and let 000 C denote the intersection 

with oHn of the closure of C in the compactification. If F: C --+ H m is any 
map, we say that F extends to a map at infinity if there is a map of: 000 C --+ 

oHm such that, whenever limxi = x for {xJ C C and x E 0ooC, 

.lim F(xi ) = of(x). 
1-00 

The following theorem (see [GdlH90]) gives a sufficient (but not necessary) 
condition for this to occur: 

Theorem 3.6. Let C c Hn be quasiconvex. A quasi-isometry F : C --+ Hm 

extends to a map a F at infinity, and a F is continuous and injective. 

In fact more is true. A proof of the following can also be found in [GdlH90]. 

Theorem 3.7. A quasi-isometry F : H3 --+ H3 extends to a quasiconformal home-
omorphism of: t --+ t. 

4. HOMOTOPIES OF PLEATED SURFACES 

A pleated surface (g, p) is a map g : (S, p) --+ N, where S is a surface 
equipped with complete hyperbolic metric p, N is a hyperbolic manifold, and 
g satisfies 

(1) any p-rectifiable path in S is taken by g to a path in N of equal length 
(g is a pathwise-isometry), 

(2) there is a geodesic lamination A. in (S, p) such that g maps leaves of 
A. to geodesics, and is totally geodesic in S - A. • 

See [Thua, CEG87] for more details. The smallest A. which works in the defi-
nition is called the pleating locus of g. We think of the surface as being "bent" 
or "pleated" along this lamination, though this bending is complicated since the 
local leaf space of A. is typically a Cantor set. 

We sometimes refer to (g, p) as just g, leaving p implicit, noting that 
p is in fact determined by g. We call p the metric induced by g. Call g 
incompressible if g. : 7rl (S) --+ 7rl (N) is injective. 

In this section we shall describe the information one can get about a family 
of homotopic pleated surfaces using simple arguments about homotopies and 
geodesics in hyperbolic manifolds. In particular we investigate the connection 
between the physical separation of the images of two pleated surfaces in a hy-
perbolic 3-manifold, and the distance between their induced hyperbolic metrics, 
as points in a Teichmuller space. It will also be important to consider how the 
lengths of the homotopies themselves are controlled by these distances, in or-
der to understand the quasi-isometry that we will construct in the next section. 
Consider first the following definitions. 
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Let g : S -t Nand h : S -t N be two maps of a surface into a hyperbolic 
3-manifold N. Define 

dN(g, h) = min{dN(x, y) : x E g(S) , y E h(S)} 

where d N(X, y) denotes the distance between points in N. 
Now let H: S x [0, 1] -t N be a homotopy from g to h, so that H(., 0) = 

g and H ( " 1) = h. The length l (H) of the homotopy is defined as the 
maximal length in N of a trajectory Hp = {H(p, t) : t E [0, In over all p in 
S. Define 

dN(g, h) = mini(H) 
H 

where the minimum is taken over all homotopies between g and h. Note that 
we may as well assume that H is geodesic, in the sense that the trajectories 
Hp are all geodesics, and that each trajectory is parametrized at constant speed. 
With this normalization, H is unique given the maps g and h: 

Lemma 4.1. Given homotopic incompressible maps g and h from a surface S 
of genus at least 2 to a hyperbolic 3-manifold N, there is a unique homotopy 
class of homotopies between them. In particular, there is a unique (normalized) 
geodesic homotopy. 
Proof Suppose Hi : S x [0, 1] -t N, i = 1 , 2 , are two homotopies. Let H; 1 

denote H2 traversed in the opposite direction, and let T = HI 0 H; 1 denote 
the composition, which gives rise to a map T: S x SI -t N. 

Fix a point PES, and let Tp denote T restricted to {p} X SI . We shall 
first prove that Tp is null-homotopic. Let PI and P2 be two non-commuting 
loops in S based at p. The map TI Pi xSl is a map of the torus into N. Since a 
hyperbolic manifold has no incompressible non-peripheral tori, T. (7C 1 (Pi X SI)) 
must lie in a maximal cyclic subgroup or a Z ~ Z subgroup corresponding to a 
cusp. Two such subgroups, if they are not equal, must have trivial intersection. 
Therefore if Tp is non-trivial then g(PI ) and g(P2) commute in 7C I (N), a 
contradiction to the choice of the Pi and the assumption that g is 7C I-injective. 

Thus each trajectory Tp is null-homotopic. If D is a disk and SI = aD, it 
follows that T extends continuously to t: S x D -t N where tlsxSl = T; 
we can define t on l: x D for a 1-skeleton l: of S because 7C2(N) = 0, and 
on all of S x D because 7C3(N) = O. (Since N is covered by a contractible 
space, 7Ck (N) = 0 for all k > 1.) The map t provides the desired homotopy 
between HI and H2 . 0 

When the metrics p and a of two homotopic pleated surfaces are similar, 
we expect the pleated surfaces to have a short homotopy. More precisely, 

Lemma 4.2. Let g : (S, p) -t Nand h : (S, a) -t N be homotopic incom-
pressible pleated surfaces, and suppose injN(x) ~ € > 0 for all x EN. Given 
K, t5 > 0 there exists B = B(K, t5, x(S) , €) such that, if <P : (S, p) -t (S, a) 
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is a li/tably (K, d)-quasi-Lipschitz map homotopic to the identity, then 

dN(g, h 0 (p) ~ B. 

Proof. After lifting, if necessary, to an appropriate cover of N, we may as-
sume that g and h are isomorphisms on 1tl (note that dN is unchanged by a 
covering projection). 

The injectivity radius condition on N and the 1t1-injectivityof g implies 
that injp(x) > € for all x E 8. Thus, by standard methods of two-dimensional 
hyperbolic geometry, there is a bound A(X(8) , €) on diamp (8) , and there is a 
triangulation T of 8 with one vertex v, such that lp(P) ~ A for every edge 
P of T. 

Let H : 8 x [0, 1] -+ N be the geodesic homotopy between g and h 0 ¢ . 
We shall obtain a bound on the length of the trajectory Hv. 

Fixing a loop P in T (that is, an edge meeting v at both ends), let p. 
denote the geodesic representative in N of g(P). Consider the shortest ho-
motopy between the map g: P -+ N and any parametrization of P* . We can 
bound the length of this homotopy with the following well-known fact, which 
we shall use again a few times in this paper. For a homotopy H let i (H) 
denote the length of its shortest trajectory. 

Lemma 4.3. Let N be a hyperbolic manifold, 0:: 8 1 -+ N a homotopically non-
trivial closed curve, and 0:* its geodesic representative. Let Fo be the shortest 
among all homotopies F : 8 1 x [0, 1) -+ N such that F(·, 0) = 0:(') and 
F(·, 1) is any parametrization of 0:*. The shortest trajectory length of Fo is 
bounded by: 

coshi'(Fo) ~ l(o:)/£(o:*). 

Proof (sketch). One can see this by considering the universal cover H3 , where 
a lift (i* of 0:* is a geodesic, and the corresponding lift of (i : R -+ H3 has 
image outside the i(Fo)-neighborhood of 0:* . The inequality follows from the 
fact that the shortest homotopy is obtained from the closest-point projection to 
(i* , and this projection contracts by a factor of at least cosh R where R is the 
distance to the geodesic. 0 

Note also that l(Fo) ~ i(Fo) + !l(o:) , so that we obtain a bound on the 
length of the longest trajectory as well. 

In our case, the injectivity radius condition implies that l(P*) ~ 2€ , whereas 
l(g(P)) = ip<P) is at most A. This gives us a homotopy Eo from g(P) to 
P* , with a uniform bound on i(Fo) , depending only on X(8) and € • 

Since ¢ is assumed to be liftably (K, d)-quasi-Lipschitz, ¢(P) is homotopic 
(reI ¢(v)) to a path P' such that iu(P') ~ KA + d . In fact, the homotopy can 
be chosen so that its trajectories have length bounded by KA/2 + d. This 
is because, lifting ¢ and P to ~ and P in H2, we have for each x E P 
that d(~(x), ~(8 P)) ~ Kd(x, 8 P) + d ~ KA/2 + d. We may apply Lemma 4.3 
again to obtain a second uniformly bounded homotopy Fl from h(P') to some 
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parametrization of P* . The two parametrizations of p* may be different, but 
because t(P*) :5 A we can connect them by some short homotopy whose image 
lies in P* . 

Concatenating all of these homotopies, we obtain a homotopy G : P x 
[0,1] - N such that G(·, 0) = glp' G(·, 1) = hot/Jlp ' and G(.,!) param-
etrizes the geodesic P* . We have a bound t (G) :5 A' (X (S), €) on the trajectory 
lengths of G. 

Note, however, that G may not be homotopic to the restriction of the global 
homotopy H to P x [0, 1] (see Figure 1). To detect how it may differ, we can 
make an argument similar to that in Lemma 4.1: The composition of Hlpx(O,I] 
with G- I produces a map of the torus into N, which on the level of 7r I must 
have image in an abelian subgroup of 7r1 (N), which must therefore be the 
cyclic subgroup generated by some primitive loxodromic element. Since g* is 
assumed to be an isomorphism on 7r1 and P is already primitive in 7r1 (S) , we 
conclude that [g(P)] is this primitive element. Thus the trajectories Hv and 
Gv can only differ (up to homotopy reI endpoints) by a power of [g(P)]. We 
can use this fact to bound the length of Hv . 

Given a lift Hv of Hv to H3 , let G v be a lift of G v that shares an endpoint 
with Hv' If P* is the lift of P* that meets Gv then Hv is a geodesic segment 
lying in an A2-neighborhood of P* , where A2 = A2(X(S) , €) is the bound on 
the length of Gv' This is because Hv can be obtained from Gv by moving 
one of the endpoints by a translation along P* . 

Some hyperbolic trigonometry tells us that, for a fixed do and t > 0, a 
t-neighborhood of P* contains all of Hv except possibly for initial and final 
segments oflength at most L(t) = A2 + do + log l/t (assuming t(Hv) > 2L(t)). 

Now suppose for some t > 0, V > 0 that t(Hv) > 2L(t) + V. Applying 
the above paragraph to P = PI' P2 where PI and P2 are distinct loops of 
T , we find a segment of Hv of length A that lies within distance t of two 
lifts, P: and p;. It follows that a segment of P; of length V - 2t lies in a 
2t-neighborhood of P: . 

h(q,(v» 

g(v) 

FIGLTRE 1. The short homotopy G between two short loops 
g(P) and h(t/J(P)) may differ from the global homotopy H, 
but only by a bounded power of p. 
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Let Tl and T2 be the primitive elements in 711 (N) whose axes are p~ 
and p; , and whose translation distances are ii' i2 ~ A. There exist positive 
integers m, n with m ~ Ul/f. such that Imi2 - nill ~ f./2, where f. is the 
lower bound on injectivity radii in N (just consider the distribution of the set 
{mi2(modil)} in [0, it1). 

It is not hard to see that, for sufficiently small t and large V (for instance 
t < f./12 and V> f./6 + 2A2/f. will do), it follows that the translation distance 
of one of T: T;' or Tl- n T;' is less than f.; the idea is that there is a point 
x E p; such that r;(x) is in the 2t-neighborhood of p~ for 0 ~ k ~ m. 
Thus we obtain a contradiction since Ttn T;' cannot be the identity, by choice 
of PI and P2 • We conclude that, in fact, i(Hv) ~ 2L(t) + V. 

A bound on i (H) is now easy to obtain. For any PES, let a be a path from 
p to v of length i p (a) ~ A. By hypothesis, ljJ( a) is homotopic reI endpoints to 
a' such that ia(a') ~ KA + O. The trajectory Hp is geodesic, and homotopic 
reI endpoints to the concatenation g(a)· Hv • h(a,)-l , so its length is bounded 
by 2L(t) + V + (K + I)A + O. 0 

The following result is a slight strengthening of Lemma 4.5 in [Min93]: 

Lemma 4.4. Fix Sand f. > O. Given B > 0 there exists A such that if 
g : (S, p) - N is a pleated surface. g. is an isomorphism on 711 • and injectivity 
radii in N are bounded below by f.. then the following holds: 

Let a C S be a closed curve through XES. p-geodesic except possibly at x • 
and let P denote the shortest curve in N passing through g(x) and homotopic 
to g(a). Then 

iN(P) ~ B ===> ip(a) ~ A. 
Proof(sketch). This lemma differs from the one proven in [Min93] in two re-
spects. First, the curve a is assumed simple in the original lemma, but this. 
fact is not actually used in the proof (I am grateful to the referee for pointing 
this out). Second, a is taken to be the closed p-geodesic in a free homotopy 
class, rather than a homotopy class with basepoint. However this is also only a 
slight perturbation of the proof. The idea of the original proof is to use a com-
pactness argument on the space of all pleated maps and hyperbolic manifolds 
of the specified type. A counterexample to the lemma would yield a convergent 
sequence of examples, and in the limit both P and a necessarily have finite 
lengths. One can then use this fact to obtain a uniform bound for the sequence, 
which is a contradiction. It is easy to see that the same logic works when one 
also keeps track of the basepoints. 0 

Thus, the geometry of a pleated surface serves as a coarse approximation to 
the geometry of the manifold nearby. A consequence of this is the following: 

Lemma 4.5 (Corollary 4.6 of [Min93]). Given a> 0 there exists b(a, x(S) , f.) 
such that if g: (S, p) - Nand h : (S, u) - N are homotopic pleated surfaces 
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which are isomorphisms on 11:1 and N satisfies C2, then 

Given a diffeomorphism'll: S -+ S isotopic to the identity, it is natural, 
especially in the context of Teichmiiller space, to consider (g 0"', 'II. p) to be 
equivalent to (g, p), and we then write g '" go'll, and similarly for (h, u). 
Thus the quantity of actual interest to us is 

dN(g, h) = inf{dN(g, h') : h tV h'} 

(note that it is unnecessary to vary both g and h, since dN(g 0 'II, h 0 'II) = 
dN(g, h)). 

Now, given a bound on d(g, h), we may apply Lemma 4.5 to bound the 
Teichmiiller distance between the induced metrics p and u, then by Lemma 
3.4 obtain a liftably quasi-Lipschitz map ifJ: (S, p) -+ (S, 0'), and finally apply 
Lemma 4.2 to bound dN(g, h 0 ifJ). Thus we have: 

Corollary 4.6. Given A > 0 there exists B(A, x(S) , €) such that if g, hare 
homotopic pleated surfaces inducing isomorphisms on 11: 1 and N satisfies C2, 
then 

dN(g, h) ~ A ===> dN(g, h) ~ B. 

We extend this to a more global statement in the following two lemmas. 

Lemma 4.7. 1/ N satisfies C2 and the pleated sur/aces g, h : S -+ N induce 
isomorphisms on 11: 1 ' then 

dN(g, h) ~(a,b) dN(g, h) 

where a, b > 0 depend only on X(S) and the injectivity radius bound € • 

Proof The inequality dN ~ dN is obvious. 
Let g, h be pleated surfaces as above, with d N(g , h) = R. Thurston showed 

that one consequence of the geometric tameness of N is that every point in the 
convex hull of N is within a uniformly bounded distance A of the image 
of a pleated surface homotopic to g and h (see [Thu82a, §9.5], and also a 
brief discussion in [Min93, Theorem 3.5]). Moreover, the image of any pleated 
surface always lies in the convex hull. Thus we can connect g(S) to h(S) with a 
geodesic oflength R, subdivide it and obtain a sequence g = gl ' g2' ... , gn = 
h of pleated surfaces such that dN(gi' gi+l) ~ 3A and n ~ RIA + 1. It will 
therefore suffice to find a uniform bound on dN(gi' gi+l) , since it is easy to see 
that dN(g, h) ~ ~dN(gi' gi+l)' 

Thus we have essentially reduced to the case that d N(g , h) ~ 3A, which 
follows from Corollary 4.6. 0 

We can also extend Lemma 4.5 to large distances: 
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Lemma 4.8. If g : (S, p) -+ Nand h : (S, u) -+ N are homotopic incompres-
sible pleated surfaces then 

with constants depending only on x(S) , €. 

This lemma should be compared with Theorem 9.4, which was proved in 
[Min93]. That theorem implies that the set of metrics p obtained from pleated 
surfaces homotopic to g lies in a bounded neighborhood of some Teichmiiller 
geodesic in 9"(S) , whereas Lemma 4.8 can be interpreted as describing some 
kind of "efficiency" in the way the pleated surface metrics move through 9"(S) 
as the surfaces move through N. Neither result is contained in the other, how-
ever. We should note that Lemma 4.8 has been observed before by McMullen, 
although not written down. 

Proof Again, if necessary lift g, h , and the homotopy H to a cover, so that 
we may assume that g. = h. : 7tl (S) -+ 7tl (N) is an isomorphism, and N is 
homeomorphic to S x R. 

Lemma 4.5 together with the obvious inequality dN ~ (iN implies that given 
A there is a B such that 

Using a sequence of intermediate surfaces as in the previous lemma, we can 
therefore obtain 

B-
dT(p, u) ~ AdN(g, h) + B. 

On the other hand, if dT(p, u) = D then, by Lemma 2.5, 

( 4.1) 

for c = c(X(S) , €) (where y is any essential curve in S and I. here refers 
to length of geodesic representative). Fix y in S, and let y. be the geodesic 
representative of g(y) in N. Then, for any curve y' homotopic to y. it 
follows, as in Lemma 4.3, that 

(4.2) 

where r(y') = dN(yl , y.). We can choose y so that iN(g(y)) = I.,(y) ~ c1 ' for 
some c1 (X(S)) , and it then follows, since iN(y·) ~ € , that 

-1 
r(g(y)) ~ C2 = I cosh (cd€)I· 
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Let "I" be the a-geodesic homotopic to y. Applying (4.2) with y' = h(y") 
to the length-ratio bound of (4.1), we obtain 

D IN(y*) coshr(h(y"» 
ce ~ lp(Y) 

€ " ~ c coshr(h(y )). 
1 

Thus 

dN(g, h) ::; r(h(y")) + r(g(y» 
::; D + log(2cc1/€) + c2 • 

An application of Lemma 4.7 concludes the proof. 0 

5. THE MODEL MANIFOLD 

In this section we shall prove the main structure theorem that leads to The-
orem A. 

Theorem 5.1 (The model manifold). Let N be a hyperbolic manifold satisfying 
CI-2, and let e1 , ••• ,ek be the ends of N. There exists a manifold M home-
omorphic to N, with a path-metric which depends only on the homeomorphism 
type of N and on the end invariants {.Ice}' together with a map f: M -- N 
homotopic to a homeomorphism, whose lift 1: M -- H3 is a cobounded (in fact 
surjective) quasi-isometry. 
Proof Let KeN be a compact core. For each end e of N, let Se be the 
corresponding component of oK, and for later convenience let us assume K 
has been chosen so that, if e is geometrically finite, then Se is the corresponding 
boundary component of the convex core C (N). Let Me = Sex [-1 , 00) . The 
manifold M will be the union 

under the identification Se = Se X {-I}, with a path metric s that we shall 
specify. 

We will give s by specifying an infinitesimal (singular) metric ds (actually 
ds will only be singular along a finite number of singular lines, in a controlled 
way). On K, let ds be any fixed Riemannian metric. Define f on K to be 
the inclusion map into N. 

To define the metric (and f) on the ends Me we need to consider separately 
the cases of geometrically finite and simply degenerate ends. 

Geometrically finite ends. If e is a geometrically finite end of N, the geometry 
of a neighborhood of e is adequately modeled, for our purposes, by the neigh-
borhood of an end of a Fuchsian group. Let us describe this explicitly, using a 
construction described in detail in [EM87]. 
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Recall that we have chosen Se C 8K(N) to be convex, and let Ne denote 
the component of N - K bounded by Se. Let Se be a component of the lift 
of Se to H3 , and 0e the corresponding component of 0, as in section 2. Let 
He denote the half-space in H3 between Se and 0e. 

Let n : He - Se denote the nearest-point retraction, which descends to a 
retraction TC: Ne - Se. Furthermore, n extends to infinity, to give a homeo-
morphism n: 0e - Se . 

Let Te(t) denote the equidistant surface at distance t from Se in He' and 
let Te(t) be its image in Ne . The surfaces Te foliate He' and n restricted to 
each one is a homeomorphism. Let nt : 0e - Te (t) denote the extension to 
0e of the closest-point projection to one of these level surfaces, and note that 
no nt = n. The induced hyperbolic metric on Te(t) is related to the Poincare 
metric lie on 0e by the following result (see [EM87, Theorem 2.3.1]): 

Theorem S.2 (Epstein-Marden). The map nt is (cotht)-quasiconlormaJ, 
(4cosht)-Lipschitz, and its inverse n;l : Te(t) - 0e is (ljsinht)-Lipschitz. 

(The theorem assumes only that 0e is simply-connected, which follows in 
our case from condition Cl. Note also that in [EM87] the Lipschitz condition 
on n;l is stated for t < log 2 , but in fact it holds without restriction, as one 
can see directly from the proof.) 

In other words, the metric on each level surface is close to a multiple of the 
hyperbolic metric lie by a factor exponential in t. This suggests that we make 
the following definition for the model metric in Se x [0, 00) : 

2 2 2 2 (5.1) ds = dt + (cosht) dPe 

where t E [0, 00) is the coordinate in the second factor of Me' and P e is the 
metric induced by lie on the quotient of 0e which is naturally identified with 
Se· 

Extend ds to Se x (-1 , 0) in any continuous way, using a standard partition 
of unity argument. 

We then define the map I as follows. Let TCt : (Se' Pe) - Te(t) denote the 
map induced by nt on the quotients. Then for (p, t) E Se x [1 , 00) set 

Extend I in any continuous way to Se x (-1 , 1). Theorem 5.2 implies that I 
in Se x [1,00] is a bilipschitz homeomorphism to its image (with a constant 
of about 4). Since Se x [-1, 1] is compact, it is clear that 

Lemma S.3. I is a liftable quasi-isometry on Me' lor a geometrically finite 
end e. 

It will be useful to observe that the metric in (5.1) is in fact exactly isometric 
to an end of a Fuchsian group. In fact, let ro ~ TC I (S~) be a Fuchsian group that 
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uniformizes (Se' Pe). The convex hull of Ar is a plane, and a geodesic half-
o 

space H bounded by this plane may be parametrized as above, with (5.1) giving 
the hyperbolic metric. Thus we may identify il with Se x (0, (0) and let HI C 
H be the subset corresponding to Se x (1 , (0). Now the map f: HI/r 0 -+ Ne 
lifts to a map 1: HI -+ Ne which preserves the ~oduct structure induced by 
the projections in both halfspaces. In particular, f extends naturally to a map 
100 : n~ -+ ne , where n~ is the component of Or bounding H, and by 

_ 0 

construction f 00 is an isometry of the Poincare metrics on the two domains. 
We record this as 

Lemma 5.4. The map fls~x (0, 00)' viewed as a map from an end of the Fuchsian 
manifold H3 /r 0 and lifted to the universal cover, extends to a map 100 : n~ -+ 
ne which is an isometry of the Poincare metrics, and in particular conformal. 

Geometrically infinite ends. The case where e is geometrically infinite is the 
most interesting, and is where the tools we have developed need to be applied. 
Let Ae E ~9'(Se) be the ending lamination for e. We will see in the appendix 
(section 9) that if N admits a positive lower bound on the injectivity radius 
then the geometry of the end e is modeled by a Teichmiiller ray whose ending 
foliation corresponds (after straightening leaves) to Ae. In fact, Ae turns out 
to be uniquely ergodic-it supports a unique transverse measure up to scaling, 
and thus this Teichmiiller ray is unique up to choice of basepoint. The precise 
statement we will need is the following: 

Theorem 5.5 (Ending ray). Fix a compact 3-manifold N whose interior No ad-
mits hyperbolic structures, and such that 'It I (N) is indecomposable (condition 
Cl). For each boundary component Se of N (where e denotes the correspond-
ing end of No)' fix a basepoint [O'e] in !T(Se)' 

If N is a hyperbolic manifold homeomorphic to No and satisfying C2, then 
each simply degenerate end e of N gives rise to a unique TeichmiUler ray 
R(O'e' cl>e}, where the vertical foliation of cl>e is equivalent to the ending lami-
nation Ae , and the following holds: For every point [O'e (t)] on the ray R, there 
is a pleated surface gt: (Se' pe(t» -+ N homotopic to the inclusion of Se' such 
that [Pe(t)] is a point in !T(Se) whose Teichmuller distance from [O'e(t)] is 
bounded by a constant A, which depends only on X(Se) and the lower bound € 
on injectivity radius in N. 

This theorem is essentially the main result of [Min93], with the uniqueness 
of the ray· being a consequence of work of Masur. The details will be given 
in section 9. We shall now use the family of structures [O'e(t)] to construct a 
model metric on Me' and then piece together the pleated maps gt to make the 
map f. 

Let us then fix a basepoint [O'e] for !T(Se) , and let R = R(O'e' cl>e) = {O'e(t)} 
be as in Theorem 5.5, where t E (0, 00) denotes arclength in the Teichmiiller 
metric. 
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The quadratic differential CI> e gives rise to a singular euclidean metric ICI> e I 
on Se' which we can write infinitesimally as 

ICI>i = dx2 +di 

away from the zeros of Cl>e' dx being the measure in the horizontal direction 
and dy in the vertical direction of Cl>e (that is, dx is the transverse measure 
for Cl>e v), 

NorMalizing so that the identity map from (Se' O"e) to (Se' O"e(t)) is the 
Teichmiiller map, the image quadratic differential Cl>e(t) induces a metric 
ICI>e(t)1 , given by 

(5.2) 

away from the zeros of Cl>e (see Figure 2). 
Thus, we define the metric ds on Se x [0, 00) via 

(5.3) 

where P E Se and t is the coordinate in [0, 00). Note that the singularities of 
this metric are the set 1: x [0, (0) , where 1: is the (finite) set of zeros of CI> e • 

As before, extend ds in any continuous way to the remaining Se x [-1 , 0] . 

We can now define f on Me' using the results of section 4. For integer 
n ~ 0, let 

gn : (Se' Pe(n» --. N 
be one of the pleated surfaces promised by Theorem 5.5 (Ending ray). 

Since dT(O"e(n) , Pe(n» ~ A, Lemma 3.4 implies the existence of a map 
hn : (Se' O"e(n» --. (Se' Pe(n» which is isotopic to the identity and liftably 

t = 0 t>O 

FIGURE 2. The metric ICI>e(t)I for different values of t, near a 
singularity. The leaves shown are of the foliation Cl>e.v' 

dy 
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quasi-Lipschitz, with constants depending on x(S) , A, and €. We may in fact 
assume that hn = id, for otherwise we can just replace Pe(n) with h:Pe(n) , 
and gn with gn 0 hn . Having normalized in this way, we set 

We may now deduce the following facts: 

Lemma 5.6. The identity on Se is a liftable (K, d)-quasi-isometry, with respect 
to the following metrics, where K and d are independent of n : 

id: (S, Pe(n)) --+ (S, Pe(n + 1)). 

Similarly, the map 
fls,x{n} : (Se' Icl>e(n)l) --+ N 

is liftably quasi-Lipschitz, with constants independent of n. 
Proof First, the map 

id: (Se' ICI>e(n)1) --+ (Se' Icl>e(n + 1)1) 

is bilipschitz with constant exp(2), by the definition of lcl>e(t)1 in (5.2). More-
over, by ,Lemma 3.3, 

id: (Se' Icl>e(t)l) --+ (Se' O'e(t» 

is a liftable (K', d)-quasi-isometry, for uniform K' and d. Since, by our 
normalization the identity is also uniformly liftably quasi-isometric from 
(Se'O'e(k)) to (Se' Pe(k)) (for k = n or n + 1), the first claim follows. 

The second claim follows from the same chain of facts, expressing f as a 
composition of the identity from (Se' Icl>e(n)l) to (Se' O'e(n» to (Se' Pe(n» , 
and finally using the fact that the pleated surface gn : (Se' Pe(n» --+ N is 
I-Lipschitz. 0 

Lemma 4.2, together with the first claim of Lemma 5.6, implies that for each 
n ? 0 there is a (unique) geodesic homotopy Hn : Se x [0, 1] --+ N between gn 
and gn+l ' whose length l(Hn) is bounded by a uniform constant. Define 

f(P, t) = Hn (p, t - n) , t E [n, n + 1]. 

We can now prove: 

Lemma 5.7. For a geometrically infinite end e , the restricted map flM is liftably 
• quasi-Lipschitz. 

Proof It is sufficient to show that there exist constants a and b such that, 
for any path Q in Se x [0, 00) of length l M( Q) ~ a, the image path f 0 Q is 
homotopic with endpoints fixed to a path P with length at most b. 

Thus, let Q : [0, 1] --+ Se X [0, 00) be a path with l M( Q) ~ 1. Decompose 
Q : [0, 1] --+ Se x [0,00) as a product p x t, where p : [0, 1] --+ Se and 
t : [0, 1] --+ [0, 00) are the projections of Q to the factors. 
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By the form of the metric s in (5.3), the projection Se x [0,00) -+ [0, 00) is 
non-expanding, and so t([O, 1]) is contained in some interval [x, x + 1]. We 
may assume without loss of generality that t(O) is an integer-if not, we may 
break a into two parts and argue separately about each, or lengthen a slightly 
to a path that does begin at an integer point. The projection Se x [x, x + 
1] -+ Se x {y} is exp(2)-Lipschitz for any y E [x, x + 1], and thus the length 
of .p([0, 1]) x r(O) is bounded by exp(I). Since by Lemma 5.6 flse x t(O) is 
uniformly liftably quasi-Lipschitz, we conclude that the image of 10 (p x t(O)) 
is homotopic reI endpoints to a curve of bounded length. 

The image in N of I 0 (P( 1) x t) is contained in adjacent trajectories of 
Ht(O)_1 and Ht(O) , whose length is uniformly bounded. Thus this curve too is 
homotopic reI endpoints to a curve of bounded length. 

Since the path a' obtained by concatenating p x t(O) with p( 1) x t is ho-
motopic, reI endpoints, to a, we have shown how to deform f 0 a to a curve 
of bounded length. 0 

Lifting to a quasi-isometry. To complete the proof of Theorem 5.1, we will show 
how to apply Corollary 3.2 of Lemma 3.1 to the map I. 

The first step is to show that I satisfies condition Q 1 (cobounded homotopy 
equivalence). It is obvious from the construction that I is a homotopy equiva-
lence, and we will now prove the following, which implies that I is cobounded 
(and in fact surjective): 

Lemma 5.8. The map I is proper, and 01 degree 1. 
Proof. First, it is easy to see that I is a proper map. This is immediate from 
the definition for 11M when e is geometrically finite, and follows when e is 
simply degenerate from the fact that the pleated surfaces whose induced metrics 
leave every compact set of !T(Se) must leave every compact set of N, as in 
the discussion in section 9 (or, more quantitatively, we may apply Lempta 5.9). 
Thus I defined on all of M is proper. In fact, we know that I(Se x {t}) is 
contained eventually in any neighborhood of e ,as t -+ 00 . 

Since I is proper, it has a well-defined degree, and we claim that this degree 
is 1. Let M(R) denote M - Ue(Se x (R, 00)). Then for each x E N let dR(x) 
denote the degree with which IIM(R) covers x (provided x ¢ l(oM(R))). We 
must show that dR(x) is eventually 1 for all x. 

Because N is topologically tame, there is a sequence Cj C N of compact 
submanifolds whose interiors are homeomorphic to N, which eventually con-
tain any compact set in N. Further, N - Cj is a union of neighborhoods of the 
ends of the form N; ~ Se x (0, 00). Consider i for which x E Cj • Let R be 
large enough that, for each e, I maps Se x (R, 00) C Me into the correspond-
ing component N; of N - Cj , and f. maps 1t1 (Se x {R}) isomorphicallyonto 
1t1 (N;) (the second part follows from the fact that, as a consequence of condi-
tion Cl, oK is incompressible). Now we may compose I with the retraction 
of N to Cj to obtain a map I: M(R) -+ C j which agrees with I on a neigh-
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borhood of x, and which is a homotopy equivalence on the boundary. This 
implies that r has degree 1 on the boundary, and thus on the interior. We 
conclude that dR(x) = 1 for large enough R, and thus I has degree 1. 0 

In order to show that I satisfies Q2 (quasi-isometry), we begin with the 
following: 

Lemma 5.9. I is a quasi-isometry on each Me' 
Proof. If e is a geometrically finite end, this follows from Lemma 5.3. 

Let e be a geometrically infinite end. There is a uniform bound, say D, 
on the diameter of each pleated surface in a neighborhood Ne of e, and of 
each cross-section Se x {t} c Me' The first is a standard fact about hyperbolic 
surfaces with a lower bound on injectivity radius, and the second follows from 
this fact, via Lemma 3.3. 

Let (p, r) and (q, t) be two points in Me' for which we must show that the 
distance of their images in N is estimated by their distance in M. It follows 
from the expression (5.2) for ds that 

(5.4) Ir-tl $dM«P, r), (q, t)) $lr-tl+D, 

and we note that 

(5.5) 

. We may assume, without loss of generality, that rand t are integers-replacing 
them with the nearest integers changes the distances in 9'"(S) and in N by 
only a bounded amount. Thus gr = Ils.x{r} and g, = Ils.x{l} are pleated 
surfaces, with induced metrics Pr and P, on Se' Let N' denote the cover of 
N corresponding to f.1C 1 (Se) , and let g;, g; : Se -+ N' be the corresponding 
lifts of gr' g, to N' . Then Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 imply 

dN,(g;, g;) ~ dT(ue(r) , ue(t» 

and thus, by (5.4) and (5.5), 

dN,(g;, g;) ~ dM«P, r), (q, t» 
where the constants for .. ~" depend on X(S) and €. Therefore (using the 
diameter bound on images of pleated surfaces) we have 

(5.6) 

where r is the lift of 11M to N' . 
Let Ne be the compon~nt of N - K bounded by Se' Then there is a 

homeomorphic lift h : Ne -+ N'. We claim that, for x, y far enough out in 
Ne , d/l{,(h(x) , h(y» and dN(x, y) are equal. Let (g, p) be a pleated surface 
whose image is in Ne and such that dN(g(S) , K) > D, where D is the diameter 
bound on any pleated surface homotopic to g in N. By intersection-number 
arguments (using the fact that Ne is homeomorphic to Se x (0, 00) and that g 
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is homotopic within Ne to the inclusion map of Se)' there is some R such that 
if x E Ne and d N(X , K) ~ R, every path from x to K must hit g(S). Now 
consider x, y E Ne with dN(x, K), dN(y, K) ~ R. Let a be the shortest path 
in N connecting x to y. If a passes through K we can cut it off at g(S) 
and put in a short cut, obtaining a path of length at most R. (a) - D , which is a 
contradiction. Thus dN(x, y) = dN (x, y). Since h is an isometry of Ne to 
its image in N', we have dN(x, y) :: dN,(h(x) , h(y)). 

This implies that dN(x, y) :::: dN,(h(x) , hey)) for any x, y E Ne . In partic-
ular, we may combine this with (5.6) to complete the proof of the lemma. 0 

To prove that I is a global quasi-isometry, we note that by Lemma 5.9 I 
is a quasi-isometry on each of the pieces of M (on the compact piece there is 
nothing to prove). By topological considerations similar to those made above, 
there is some R > 0 such that, if x E Se x [R, 00) and x' ESe' x [R, 00) 
for e ::f. e', then the shortest path from I(x) to I(x') must pass through 
I(Se x {O}) and I(Se' x {O}). Thus 

dN(f(x) , I(x')) :::: dN(/(x) , 1(8Me)) + dN(f(x') , 1(8Me,)) 

::::= dM(x, 8Me) + dM(x', 8Me,) 

::::= dM(x, x'), 

so that I is a quasi-isometry. 
Condition Q3, that I is liftably quasi-Lipschitz, holds globally if it holds for 

each piece, and this is the content of Lemmas 5.3 and 5.7. (On the compact 
piece K, I is Lipschitz by construction.) 

It remains to prove condition Q4' of Corollary 3.2-that loops of bounded 
length in N can be deformed (with basepoints fixed) to images of loops of 
bounded length in M. 

Fix any B > 0, and let e be a simply degenerate end of N. By Lemma 5.9, 
there is some to so that I(Se x [to' 00)) is contained in the product neighbor-
hood Ne of e, and does not meet any point closer than B /2 to its boundary. 
Consider now a point (p, t) E Se x [to' 00), and let p be a loop based at 
1(P, t) of N-Iength at most B. By the choice of to' P is completely con-
tained in Ne • Since i't1 (Se) is mapped isomorphically to i't 1 (Ne ) , there is a 
loop a c Se through p such that I(a x {t}) ·is homotopic to P (keeping the 
basepoint fixed). Again let us assume that t is an integer, possibly adding a 
bounded-length section to a x {t}. Then I restricted to Se x {t} is a pleated 
surface gt. If we take a to be of minimal pt-Iength in the homotopy class 
with p fixed, and apply Lemma 4.4 , we obtain a uniform bound on £pl (a). 
This yields a bound on R.Ue(t) (a) , since, as before, the identity on Se is a liftably 
quasi-isometric map (with uniform constants) between Ge(t) and Pe(l). We 
conclude that condition Q4' holds when the basepoint lies in Se x [to' 00) . 

For a geometrically finite end the condition is vacuously satisfied: Fixing B , 
there is a compact subset of Me and of the corresponding neighborhood of e 
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in N, outside of which there are no loops of length less than B . The condition 
clearly holds in the remaining portion of M , which is compact. Thus Q4' holds 
everywhere for f. 

Since QI-3 and Q4' are satisfied, Corollary 3.2 of Lemma 3.1 implies that 
J is a cobounded (in fact surjective) quasi-isometry. 0 

The model metric for surface groups. In the case where N ~ S x R, we can 
adjust the construction a little so that the model manifold takes on a particularly 
nice form, which will be used in sections 7 and 8. Consider first the case 
where both ends are simply degenerate, and let A+, A_ denote the two ending 
laminations. In this case. we claim, there exists a conformal structure u on S 
and a quadratic differential cf>, holomorphic with respect to u, so that A+ and 
A_ are equivalent to the foliations cf>v and cf>h' Note first that, as mentioned 
before the statement of Theorem 5.5, A+ and A_ are uniquely ergodic, so 
the measure class of the equivalent foliations is determined. Gardiner-Masur 
[GM91] and Kerckhoff [Ker92] showed that a pair of measured laminations 
(or foliations) are obtained from a holomorphic quadratic differential provided 
that they fill up S (see section 2). In our case, Lemma 2.4 implies that A+ and 
A_ do fill up S, so we may conclude that u and cf> exist. 

The pair u and cf> determine a Teichmillier geodesic L passing through 
[u], which can be divided into two rays, R(u, cf» terminating in cf>v' and 
R(u, -cf» terminating in cf>h' The conclusions of Theorem 5.5 (Ending ray) 
hold for these rays, since we may select u as our basepoint. Since in this case 
M '" S x R, we may dispense with the compact core K ~ S x [0, 1] and simply 
define the model metric as follows: 

(5.7) d 2 2td 2 -2td 2 dt2 s =e x +e y + 

where dx and dy are the transverse measures corresponding to <1>, as before, 
and t ranges over (-00, 00) . 

If N has just one simply degenerate end, to which we associate a ray R(u, cf», 
we may write a metric on M as follows: 

(5.8) 

for t E (-00,00). For positive t, this is equal to the metric in Theorem 5.1 
(The model manifold). For (sufficiently large) negative t the metric on a slice 
S x {t} in the theorem was taken as a dilation of a hyperbolic metric on S by 
(cosh t)2 , whereas here it is a dilation by e l2tl of a quadratic differential metric. 
By Lemma 3.3, the two metrics on S are liftably quasi-isometric. Therefore: 

Corollary 5.10. If N ~ S x R then the metric described by (5.7) when N has 
two degenerate ends, and by (5.8) when N has one degenerate end, is li/tably 
quasi-isometric to the model metric constructed in Theorem 5.1. In particular 
the conclusions of Theorem 5.1 hold for this metric as well. 
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6. THE ENDING LAMINATION THEOREM 

The proof of the main theorem is now a brief application of the foregoing 
constructions. 

Theorem A (Ending lamination theorem). Let NI and N2 be two homeomor-
phic hyperbolic manifolds satifying CI-2. If corresponding ends of NI and N2 
have equal end invariants, then the homeomorphism is homotopic to an isome-
try. 

Proof. Let G = 111 (NI ) = 111 (N2 ). Let Pi : G - PSL2(C) be a representation 
such that H3 / Pi(G) induces the given hyperbolic structure on Ni . 

Theorem 5.1 (The model manifold) gives us two quasi-isometries 1; : M -
Ni which lift to cobounded quasi-isometries 1. Let 1;" I denote a quasi-inverse 
of 1.. Then, letting F = h. 0 1;"1 , we can check that the following holds: 

(6.1) d(F(pl (g) (x)) , p2(g)(F(x))) ~ A 

for some constant A, and all x E H3 , g E G. That is, F approximately 
conjugates the action of PI (G) to that of P2(G). 

By Theorem 3.7, F extends to a quasiconformal homeomorphism g- : C -
C. It then follows immediately that g- exactly conjugates the actions of PI (G) 
and P2(G) on C. 

Furthennore, g- is conformal on the domain of discontinuity Qpl(G) , by 
virtue of Lemma 5.4: Each 1;, restricted to a neighborhood of a geometrically 
finite end e, can be represented as a map of an end of a Fuchsian manifold 
H3/ro which, lifted to the universal cover, extends to a conformal map of a 
component of Q ro to the corresponding component of Qp;(G). It follows that 
the composition is conformal as required. 

We can now apply Sullivan's rigidity theorem: 

Theorem 6.1 (Sullivan [Sul8l]). Let r l , r 2 be two finitely generated Kleinian 
groups acting on C, and g- : C - C a quasiconformal homeomorphism such 
that 

r 2 = g- 0 r l og--I 

and g- is conformal on the domain of discontinuity of r I. Then g- is a Mobius 
transformation. 

We conclude that our map g- is a Mobius transformation, and thus the 
quotient manifolds are isometric. 0 

7. THE CANNON-THURSTON THEOREMS 

In [CT89], Cannon and Thurston proved a theorem that characterizes the 
topological structure of the action of certain degenerate surface groups on their 
limit sets. In particular, they showed that these limit sets are continuously 
parametrized by the circle in a natural way, so that in those cases where the limit 
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set is the entire sphere t, a group-equivariantly parametrized Peano curve is 
obtained. In this section we shall extend their results to all surface groups which 
satisfy our injectivity radius condition (see also Fenley [Fen92] for a different 
generalization of the Cannon-Thurston theorems). 

The first result may be stated as follows. 

Theorem B (Peano curves). Let r = p(1t I (S» be a Kleinian group satisfying 
C2, where S is a closed surface, and let Po be a Fuchsian representation of 
1t I (S), with limit set Ao ~ SI. Then there is a continuous map tP : SI -+ Ar' 
which takes the action by Po on SI to the action of p on Ar . 

An immediate consequence of Theorem B is the following, which follows 
directly from the fact that Ar is the continuous image of a circle. 

Corollary C. If r is a surface group satisfying C2, then Ar is locally connected. 

The groups for which Theorem B is proved in [CT89] are of two types. 
First, there are groups r ~ 1t1 (S) obtained as the fiber group of a compact 
manifold that fibers over the circle. That is, if ffJ : S -+ S is a pseudo-Anosov 
homeomorphism and Nip = S x [0, 1]/ ffJ is the mapping torus obtained by 
identifying S x {O} with S x {I} via ffJ, then Thurston showed in [Thua] that 
Nip admits a hyperbolic structure. The infinite cyclic cover N" has fundamental 
group 1t1 (S), and has two simply degenerate ends. It is not hard to see, since this 
manifold admits a cocompact Z action which induces ffJ * on the fundamental 
group, that Theorem 5.1 holds here (without needing our proof), where the 
geodesic L is the axis of the action of ffJ * on .9" (S) . 

The mapping torus N" is obtained as a limit of a subsequence of quasi-
Fuchsian groups {qf(ffJ-;,nu , ffJ: u )} , where [u] E .9"(S) is a fixed point and 
qf(x, y) is a quasi-Fuchsian group uniformizing x and y (see [Ber60, Thua]). 
If instead we consider {qf(u, VJ:u)} , there is again a convergent subsequence, 
and the limit manifold has one geometrically finite end, and one simply de-
generate end. This is the second type of group to which the proof in [CT89] 
applies. 

One might also think of Theorem B in the following terms: XI (S), viewed 
as an abstract group, is "negatively curved" in the sense of Cannon [Can91] 
or "hyperbolic" in the sense of Gromov [Gr08?, CDP90, Gd1H90]. Its ideal 
boundary a1t 1 (S) is just SI , and is naturally identified with the limit set of 
the Fuchsian representation [Fl080]. Thus it is not hard to see that Theorem B 
implies that the limit set Ar is naturally parametrized by ar. 

If r is any Kleinian group whose quotient satisfies Cl-2, then r is certainly 
Gromov-hyperbolic, because r also admits a convex-cocompact representation, 
by Thurston's geometrization theorem. Let r 0 denote the image of this rep-
resentation. Again, the ideal boundary ar is naturally homeomorphic to Ar 

o 
(see [Can91]). It is natural to expect Theorem B to generalize to a statement 
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FIGURE 3. A sketch of the map X: C --+ C, taking a leaf f.l of 
i + to a point, and the action of r 0 to that of r. Pictured is 
the case where r has one simply degnerate end. 

about a collapsing map semi-conjugating r 0 to r, and in particular one can 
make the following well-known conjecture: 

Conjecture 7.1. Suppose N = H3/r satisfies Cl-2. Then there is a map", : 
ar --+ Ar which is continuous, and equivariant with respect to the action of r. 

Theorem B is a consequence of the next theorem, which gives a stronger 
topological characterization of the action of r on the sphere. This again is an 
extension of a theorem which was proven in [CT89] for the cases arising, as 
above, from pseudo-Anosov homeomorphisms. 

Let r = P(XI (S)) be any representation of Xl (S) satisfying C2, which has 
at least one simply degenerate end, and let ro = po(x i (S)) be a fixed Fuchsian 
representation. We shall describe a continuous map X : C --+ C which semi-
conjugates the action of r 0 to that of r. That is, 

(7.1) x 0 po("/) = p(,,/) 0 X 

for any "/ E XI(S). In particular, it follows that Ar is the continuous image of 
Ar ,which is a circle, and thus Theorem B holds (see Figure 3). o 

Furthermore, the collapse is determined by the ending lamination(s) of r. 
Let A+, A_ be the ending laminations of the simply degenerate ends of r, if 
there are two, or let A+ denote the one ending lamination if r has one degen-
erate end (we henceforth refer by A::I: to the laminations in either case). Let n+ 
and n_ denote the corresponding components of the domain of discontinuity 
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of ro' We can represent A± as foliations ~±, which we lift to cI>± on n±. 
The theorem is now: 

Theorem D (Topology of the action). If r = P(1l1 (S)) is a surface group 
satisfying C2 then there is a continuous map 1l : t - t such that (7.1) holds, 
and 1l col/apses the leaves of cI> ± to points. That is, if r has one degenerate 
end then 1l(x) = 1l(Y) if and only if x and y lie on the closure of the same leaf 
of cI> +. If both ends of r are degenerate then 1l(x) = 1l(y) also if x and y 
lie on the closure of the same leaf of cI> _. If r is quasi-Fuchsian then 1l is a 
homeomorphism. 

Note. In the quasi-Fuchsian case there exists, by definition, such a map 1l which 
is a quasiconformal homeomorphism. 

Proof. The proof follows the argument of [CT89], but there are some changes 
in both substance and presentation. 

By Corollary 5.10, the metric ds on M = S x R and its universal cover 
S x R can be expressed by the formula (5.7) when N has two degenerate ends, 
and by (5.8) when there is one degenerate end. Thus in particular there is a 
quadratic· differential ~ on a fixed surface (S, 0') such that ~v corresponds 
to A+ and (in the case of two degenerate ends) ~h is A_. The metric ds 
restricted to S x {O} is I~I. 

We may identify H3 with H2 x R as follows: Let H2 C H3 be the geodesic 
plane preserved by the Fuchsian group ro. For x E H3 let p(x) denote the 
nearest point in H2 to x, and let t(x) denote the signed distance to H2 . Then 
x 1-+ (P(x) , t(x)) is the desired identification, and in these coordinates we may 
express the hyperbolic metric as 

(7.2) 2 2 2 2 dh = (cosht) dp + dt 

where dp2 is the hyperbolic metric on H2. 
Fix an identification Ij/ : H2 - S which respects the identification 

ro - 111 (S). This extends uniquely to a homeomorphism 

3 - -(7.3) Ij/:H -M=SxR 

-1 
Po : 

which respects the product structures, an~ the group actions. We shall fix Ij/ 
for the remainder of the proof. Now if f is the map given by Theorem 5.1, 
we can define 

(7.4) - 3 3 F=folj/:H -H 

which conjugates the action on H3 of ro = PO('rr,1 (S)) to that of r = P(1l1 (S)). 
To prove the theorem it will suffice to show that F extends to a map of 

H3 u t to H3 u t which is continuous, and collapses leaves of the foliations 
as in the statement of the theorem. 
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Geometry of the foliation leaves. We begin with a discussion of the geometry 
of leaves of i h and iv under the metric Iii on the plane S (see [Str84, 
HM79]). By a full leaf of i h or iv we shall mean a component of either 
one of the two singular foliations; in particular a full leaf may be a tree if it 
contains singularities. By a leaf we mean the boundary of a component of the 
complement of a full leaf (so a leaf is topologically a line, obtained as a subset 
of a full leaf). 

Note first that Iii is a non-positively curved complete metric on S-in fact 
it is Euclidean except for the singularities where negative curvature is concen-
trated. We have the following well-known consequences of this: 

(1) Leaves of i h and i v are Iii-geodesics, and more generally a lil-
geodesic is any path which is Euclidean away from singularities, and 
makes angles of no less than 1l on both sides where it meets a singular-
ity. 

(2) Between any two points p, q in S there is a unique Iii-geodesic seg-
ment, which we write [p, q] . 

(3) Any Iii-geodesic L admits a well-defined nearest-point retraction 1CL : 

H2 _ L, which is non-increasing in the Iii metric. Furthermore 1l L 

strictly contracts the length of any path between points in L which is 
not contained in L. 

Furthermore, for an arc a in S we can define intersection numbers i(a, iv) = 
fa Idxl and i(a, i h ) = fa Idyl, and we have (see [HM79, §3]) 

(4) The geodesic [p, q] minimizes intersection number with either foliation, 
over all curves joining p to q. 

To~y geodesic planes. Let L be a leaf of i h or iv. Then Lx R is a plane 
in S x R, whose geometry is characterized by the following: 

Lemma 7.2. If L is a leaf of iv or i h then 

(1) The plane L x R is totally geodesic in S x R with respect to s. 
(2) The restriction of the metric s to Lx R renders it quasi-isometric to the 

hyperbolic plane. In fact if L is a leaf of 4>v or if s is given by (5.7), 
then (L x R, s) is exactly hyperbolic. 

(3) The image ",-l(L x R) is quasiconvex in H3. 
(4) The hyperbolic metric h restricted to ",-l(L x R) renders it isometric to 

the hyperbolic plane. 
Proof, Part (1): Extend 1CL to a map 1l : S x R - L x R via 1l(p, t) = 
(1lL(P) , t). Since 1lL is distance-non-increasing and 1l leaves the t direction 
invariant, it follows that 1C is distance-non-increasing. In fact since paths not 
in L with endpoints in L are strictly contracted by 1l L ' it follows easily that 
L x R is O-quasiconvex, or totally geodesic. 

Part (2) follows immediately from the formulas (5.7) and (5.8) for ds. In 
fact one can easily see that the metric e-2tdx2 + dt2 is exactly the hyperbolic 
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metric, under a parametrization where the lines {t = c} are horocycles and 
{x = c} are orthogonal geodesics. The metric el2tldx2 + dt2 is quasi-isometric 
to (cosh t)2 dx2 + d t2 , which is the hyperbolic metric in a parametrization where 
{t = O} is a geodesic, {t = c} are equidistant curves to it, and {x = c} are 
again orthogonal geodesics. 

For part (3), notice that L' = ",-I(L) is a hyperbolic quasigeodesic in H2 C 
H3 , since the identification between H2/ro and (S, 1q,1) can be chosen to be 
Lipschitz (the surfaces being compact). The plane ",-I(L x R) can be written 
as P = p-I(L') where p : H3 -+ H2 is the projection discussed earlier. Now, 
for any two points x, YEP it is an easy exercise in hyperbolic geometry to see 
that the hyperbolic geodesic segment [xy] is contained in a J-neighborhood of 
[xp(x)) U [P(x)p(y)] U [yp(y)] , where J is a fixed constant depending only on 
H3. (This is most easily seen as a consequence of Gromov's "J-hyperbolicity" 
criterion.) Since [xp(x)) and [yp(y)] are contained in P and [P(x)p(y)] is 
contained in a uniform neighborhood of the quasigeodesic .. L' (see Theorem 
3.5), it follows that P is quasiconvex. 

Part (4) follows immediately from the restriction of the metric in (7.2) to a 
path-metric on P (note in particular that P is a hyperbolic ruled surface). 0 

Halfspaces. Any plane L x R divides ~ x R into two convex halfspaces, HI 
and H2 • Let us consider their images f(Hi} , which are quasiconvex by The-
orem 3.5. First, we note that 800 (1(L x R» c C is a Jordan curve p, since 
L x R is quasi-isometric to H2, and by Theorem ~.6, the quasi-isometry 1 
restricted to L x R extends to infinity. Let Di = 800 f(Hi) , for i = 1 , 2. Then 
it is an easy exercise to show that DI and D2 are closed disks, DI n D2 = p, 
and C=DI UD2 • 

It will be useful in the next subsection to control the diameter, in the Poincare 
model of H 3 , of the images l(Hi ) of these halfspaces.For the following 
lemma, fix a point Xo E S, let % = (xo' 0), and let diame denote Euclidean 
diameter in the Poincare ball model of H3 with l( qo) taken as the origin. 

Lemma 7.3. Let L be a leaf of iv or i h such that d1il(xo ' L) > R. Let H 
be the halfspace bounded by L x R which does not contain %. Then 

diame(l(H» ~ aR-a 

where a, a > 0 depend only on the quasi-isometry constants K, J of f. 
Proof. The idea is that a convex set in H3 far from the origin has small 
Euclidean diameter in the Poincare model. In fact, it is easy to show that, if 
Y c H3 is a geodesic segment such that d(O, y) > r, then 

(7.5) 

(see [Bea83], for example). 
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We first show that ds(qo' L x R) is large. Let D = ! 10gR, and note that 
inside S x [-D, D] we have (consulting the formula for ds) Idsl 2: e-DlcI>l. 
Now consider w = (y, t) E Lx R. If It I :$ D/2 then, since a path from w 
to % must either remain in the set S x [-D, D] or travel to its boundary and 
back, we have 

ds(qo' w) 2: min{D, e-D R}. 
If It I 2: D/2 then ds(qo, w) 2: D/2. Finally, any point in H is at least as far 
from qo as L x R. Thus we conclude 

ds(qo' H) 2: R' = min {~logR, v'R}. 
Applying the quasi-isometry 1, and using the fact that l(H) is quasiconvex, we 
may conclude that for any geodesic segment y connecting two points in l(H) , 
d(O, y) 2: cR' - d, where c, d > 0 depend on the quasi-isometry constants. 
Finally applying (].5), we obtain the desired statement. 0 

Defining the extension of F • Lemma 7.2 enables us to understand the extension 
to infinity of F restricted to one of the planes P = 'II-'(L x R). Since both 
P and L x R are isometric to H2 (or in one case quasi-isometric), both are 
naturally compactified by the circle, which we write as oP and o(L x R), 
respectively. We claim that the map'll: P --+ L x R extends continuously to a 
map'll: OP --+ o(L x R). This can be seen explicitly from the formulas (7.2) 
for h on P and (5.7) or (5.8) for ds on Lx R. In case L is a leaf of cl>v' the 
map 'IIlp takes the geodesic {t = O} on P and its equidistant curves to nested 
horocycles in (L x R). This is illustrated in Figure 4. It is easy to see that 
'II collapses the upper semicircle of P to a point, and is injective on the lower 
semicircle. The same is true for L in cl>h in case ds is of the form (5.7), except 
that the lower semicircle is mapped to a point. In the remaining case, where L 
is a leaf of cl>h but ds takes the form (5.8), 'IIlap is a homeomorphism. 

- 3 • Applying Theorem 3.6 to fl LxR ' we conclude that Fl puap : P u oP --+ Hue 
has exactly the desired identifications on the boundary. 

The following lemma enables us to extend F globally to all of t. 
Lemma 7.4. If y : R+ --+ H3 is a geodesic ray, then the image {F(y(t»} has a 
unique endpoint in t, which we call F(y(oo». 
Proof. Denoting by y( 00) the endpoint of y on t, consider first the case 
where y(oo) lies in the complement no of the circle Ar . Then y must be 

o 
asymptotic to a geodesic ray of the form yq(t) = (q, ±t) where q E H2 and 
we are using the decomposition of H3 as H2 x R. By Lemma 7.2 and the 
discussion that follows, F(Yq(t» is a quasigeodesic and by Theorem 3.6 has 
a unique endpoint <! E t. Furthermore, the map F is quasi-Lipschitz,_since 
'II is Lipschitz (compare the formula for dh with that for ds) and f is a 
quasi-isometry. Thus, F(y(t» must terminate in <! as well. 
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FIGURE 4. A map of H2 to itself that collapses a half-plane 
to a horodisk. Each level set of the central geodesic in the 
left-hand plane is mapped to the corresponding level set of 
the central horocycle on the right. This map is equivalent to 

1 -If/ : If/- (L x R) --> (L x R), for an arc L of <l>v. 
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For the remaining cases, we will show how to contain the end of a ray y in a 
nested collection of halfspaces whose images under F will converge to a unique 
point in t. 

It will be helpful first to consider the explicit connection between a foliation 
and its eq~ivalent lamination (see also [Lev83]). Let £ = If/-l(L) , where L is 
a leaf of <I> v . Then £ is a hyperbolic quasigeodesic, and in particular it meets 
infinity at two points, and lies in a bounded neighborhood of the hyperbolic 
geodesic £* connecting those two points. The union of geodesics £* forms a 
lamination ~v which projects down to the lamination Avon S that corresponds 
to <l>v. The same construction works for <l>h. 

Now consider a geodesic ray y in H3 with y( (0) E Ar ,and let y' denote 
o 

a geodesic ray in H2 asymptotic to y. We claim that If/ 0 y' cuts through a 
sequence of leaves L j of <l>h or <l>v that leave every compact set. 

- - 2 By Lemma 2.4, Ah and Av fill up S, so that their lifts Ah and Av cut H 
into a collection of bounded disks. Thus y' must intersect a sequence of leaves 
£; of these laminations, such that the intersection points leave every compact 
set. Suppose that the leaves themselves continue to intersect a compact set. 
Then a subsequence converges to a leaf £* which is contained in one of the 
laminations, say Ih ' and is asymptotic to y' . But then, by the same reasoning, 
£* must hit infinitely many leaves < in Iv . If these intersect a fixed compact set 
we obtain a limit leaf l in ~v asymptotic to £* . However, this is impossible: 
by Lemma 2.4, the end of i' projects to a half-leaf in S which is dense in Av-
but then £* would also project to a half-leaf which is dense in Av ' implying 
that Av C Ah . 
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Thus, either {in or {i;} must leave every compact set. We take L j to be 
the corresponding leaves of i h or iv. 

For each i, let H j be the half space bounded by L j x R which contains 
the non-compact end of 'II 0 Y' (and therefore also of 'II 0 y). Note th~t the 
sequence of half spaces thus obtained is nested. Fixing a basepoint Xo E S , we 
see that d1il(xo' L;) - 00, and eventually (xo' 0) ~ H j • We may therefore 
apply Lemma 7.3 to conclude that the diameters of [(Hj ) in the Poincare ball 
model of H3 converge to 0, and therefore 1(y) and 1(y') have (the same) 
well-defined endpoint at infinity. 0 

Thus we have shown that F extends to a map F : H3 U C _ H3 U C, 
which is at least continuous when restricted to hyperbolic geodesic rays and 
their endpoints. We denote Fit by 7r. 

Continuity of the extension. Consider first continuity at a point e E Aro. If Y 
is a ray in H2 that terminates at this point, we construct, as in the proof of 
the existence of the ~ap 7r, a sequence of half spaces H j bounded by planes 
L j x R, such that [(Hj ) converge to F(y(oo» in the Poincare ball model. 

3 ~ 3 ~ 

If en E H u C is a sequence converging to e, let Yn : [0, Tn] - H U C be a 
sequence of geodesics based at some fixed x E H3 , such that Y n (Tn) = en (here 
we allow Tn = 00 if en E C). Since the halfspaces ",-l(Hj ) are quasiconvex in 
H3 and converging to e, it follows that for each i there is an n and a tn < Tn 
such that yn([tn , Tn)) C ",-1 (Hj ) ~ Therefore the images F(Yn(Tn» converge to 
F(y(oo». We conclude that F and in particular its restriction 7r is continuous 
at every point of Ar ,which suffices to give Theorem B. 

o 
Now consider a point e E g. There is a unique P E H2 and e = ± 1 

such that the geodesic ray y(t) = (p, et) has endpoint y(oo) = e. Given 
en E H3 U C converging to e, let Yn(t) = (Pn' et) and Tn E R U {oo} be such 
that Yn(Tn) = en· We note that Pn - P and Tn - 00. 

Recall the following fact: If {an: [0, Tn) - H 3}:1 and a: [0,00) _ H3 
are (K, d)-quasigeodesics in H3 such that d(an{O) , a(O» is bounded, then 
an{Tn) - a(oo) if and only if there is a sequence Rn - 00 and a constant C, 
such that for all n we have d(an(t), a(t» ::::; C for t E [0, Rn] (see [GroS7, 
CDP90, GdlH90)). 

There is therefore such a sequence Rn and C for the geodesics Y n. By the 
analysis of Lemma 7.2, F 0 Yn and F 0 Y are quasigeodesics (with uniform 
constants). Because F is quasi-Lipschitz, there is a sequence R~ and constant 
C' so that the same condition holds for F 0 Yn and F 0 y. Thus F(en) = 
F(Yn(Tn» converge to F(e). 

The identifications of 7r. We conclude by showing that 7r collapses C in the 
manner claimed in the statement of the theorem. 
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Let i: == ",-I(4)V) X {oo} denote the realization of the foliation ",-I(4)v) 
on the disk 0+ induced by our identification of H3 with H2 x R (extended to 
identify H3 U ° with H2 x [-00, 00)). Similarly let i;;oo == ",-I(4)h) x {oo} 
denote the realization of the horizontal foliation on 0_. 

We have already seen, in the discussion following Lemma 7.2, that 1(, maps 
the closure of every leaf of 4): to a single point, and in the case of two degen-
erate ends maps the closure of every leaf of 4);;00 to a single point. That is, 
each such leaf is obtained as a semicircle at infinity in one of the quasigeodesic 
planes P = ",-I(L x R), and we showed that F extends on these planes to a 
map that collapses those semicircles to points, and is a homeomorphism on the 
rest. 

It remains to show that there are no further identifications. This will follow 
from the following two lemmas: 

Lemma 7.5. Given ql' q2 E Sand e1 ' e2 = ±1, let yj(t) = (Pj' ejt) E S x R be 
vertical s-geodesic rays. If one of the following holds: 

(1) e1 = e2 = 1 and the 14)I-geodesic [ql' q2] is not an arc of 4)v' 
(2) e1 = e2 = -1 and either [ql' q2] is not an arc of i h , or the metric ds 

takes the form (5.8), 
(3) e1 = -e2 , 

then the rays Y1 ' Y2 diverge according to 

dS (y1(t) , Y2(t» ~ min{t, ci/2} 

for some C = C(ql ' q2) . 
Proof We shall give the proof in case (1 )-the other cases are similar. Thus, 
we may assume that i([ql' q2]' cl>v) = C > o. Since Iii-geodesics minimize 
intersection number with i h and 4)v' we have i(o:, iv) ;::: C for all p~ths 0: 

joining ql to q2. Furthermore, considering Idxl as a form on all of S x R, 
we may conclude that fa Idxl ;::: C for any 0: in S x R whose endpoints are 
(qj' s;) for any SI ' S2 E R. 

Now for any given t > 0, we observe that !s(o:) ;::: ci/2 for any 0: connect-
ing (ql' t) to (q2' t) which is contained in S x [t/2, 00). This comes directly 
from the following: 

£s(o:) = lldsl ~ 1 eTldxl ;::: i/2c 
(where or is the component of 0: in the R direction). On the other hand 
if 0: is a path connecting (ql' t) to (q2' t) which exits S x [t/2, 00), then 
£s(o:) ;::: fa Idorl ;::: t. The desired lower bound for ds(YI (t), Y2(t» follows. 0 

A corollary of this lemma is the following: 

Lemma 7.6. Let L 1 , L2 be leaves of 4)h or cl>v such that no full leaf of cl>v 
(nor, in the case of two degenerate ends, of i h ) intersects both of them. Then if 
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H; (for i = 1,2) are haljspaces of S x R - (L; x R) such that HI n H2 = {(}, 
then the closed disks D; = a(l(H;» in C are disjoint. 

Proof. Let ~1 and ~2 be two points in aDI ~d aD2, respectively. As we 
have seen, ~; can be obtained as the endpoint f(y;( 00» of a vertical geodesic 
y;(t) = (q;, 6;t) , where q; E L; and 6; = ±l. The condition on Ll and L2 
implies that Yl' Y2 satisfy one of the conditions of Lemma 7.5. Thus ther 
diverge according to that lemma, and their images under the Quasi-isometry f 
cannot have the same endpoints. We conclude that aDI n aD2 = {(}. 

Thus, if Dl n D2 ::f: {(} , one must be contained in the other-say DI C D2. 
~ut then, since l(H;) are quasiconve: in H3 , we conclude that, for some B, 
f(HI) lies in a B-neighborhood of f(H2). This contradicts the assumption 
that HI n H2 = {(}. 0 

Now let ~, " be two points in C that are not supposed to be identified by 
1C. There are several possibilities. 

Suppose first that ~ , " E Q. Then there are vertical rays Y,(t) = (p, ±t) and 
Y,,(t) = (q, ±t) which terminate in ~ and ", respectively. It will be sufficient 
to show that the rays 'II 0 Y,_ and '" 0 Y" in S x R diverge (in the s metric), 
so that their images under f cannot have the same endpoint. Thus we apply 
Lemma 7.5. If ~, " E Q+ and they lie on different full leaves of i: ' we 
may apply part (1) of the lemma. If ~, " E 0_ and either r has only one 
degenerate end or ~ and" lie on different full leaves of 4l;;00, we may apply 
part (2). Finally if ~ E 0+ and "E 0_ (or vice versa) we apply part (3). 

Now consider the case when ~, " E Ar . We must show that F(~) ::f: F(,,) o 
if ~ and " are not endpoints of a full leaf of i: ' or (in the case of two 
degenerate ends) of a full leaf of 4l;;00. Consider the case of two degenerate 
ends-the proof in the other case is similar. Let {L;} :-00 be a sequence of 
leaves of 4lv or i h such that ",-I(L;) - ~ as i - 00 and ",-I(L;) - " as 
i - -00, as constructed in the proof of Lemma 7.4. Then there must be some 
k for which there is no full leaf of either iv or i h which meets both Lk 
and L_k ; for if not, we could take a limit and conclude that a full leaf of i: 
or i;;oo connects ~ and ", contradicting our assumption. Let Hk and H_k 
be the half spaces in the complements of Lk x R and L_k x R, respectively, 
which are ~sjoint. Then, as we have seen, 1C(~) E Dk and 1C(,,) E D_k' where 
D:l:k = aoo(f(H:l:k»· Thus the proof is completed by Lemma 7.6, which shows 
that Dk and D -k are disjoint. 

Finally, we must consider the possibility that ~ EAr and" E Q. However 
o 

this case follows from the previous ones. For example if " E 0+ then it lies on 
a full leaf L of i: ' but then 1C(,,) = 1C(~) if and only if ~ lies in the closure 
of L, by appeal to the previous cases. 0 
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8. TOPOLOGICAL RIGIDITY FOR SURFACE GROUPS 

In this section we obtain an extension of Sullivan's rigidity theorem for the 
special case of surface groups satisfying a positive lower bound on injectivity 
radius. 

Theorem E (Topological rigidity). Let r l and r 2 be two Kleinian groups, 
isomorphic to a closed surface group Tel (S). whose quotients H3 jri satisfy C2. 
Suppose there is a homeomorphism !T : t -+ t such that 

r 2 = !T 0 rio !T- I 

(as groups acting on the sphere) and !T is conformal on the domain of discon-
tinuity of r l . Then !T is a Mobius transformation. 

Remark. An alternate statement of this result is that two closed surface groups 
satisfying C2 which are topologically conjugate must also be quasiconformally 
conjugate (Sullivan's theorem then yields the rest). At any rate, for groups 
whose limit set is the whole sphere the conformality condition on the domain 
of discontinuity is vacuously satisfied. 

Proof Note first that the number of simply degenerate ends is the same in both 
groups, since !T takes components of Or to components of Or . If r I is 

I 2 
quasi-Fuchsian then so is r 2 , and in this case the theorem is already known 
(see [Mas70]). Thus we assume that at least one of the ends of r l is simply 
degenerate. 

In view of Theorem A , we need to infer from the existence of the conjugating 
homeomorphism !T that the groups r I and r 2 have identical ending lami-
nations, and that !T agrees with the conjugating map constructed in the proof 
of Theorem A. Let G = Tel (S) and let Pi : G -+ PSL2(C) be representations 
such that r i = Pi(G) for i = 1,2 and P2(g} = g-PI (g}!T-I for all g E G. 
Choose a single Fuchsian representation Po of G to be used in Theorem D for 
both groups. 

Let Te I ' Te2 : t -+ t denote the collapsing maps given by Theorem D for 
r l , r 2 , respectively, and let cj)~ be the foliations on O± along which Te i col-
lapse (if r l and r 2 have just one simply degenerate end, then we just have 
i~ on 0+). To show that the foliations are identical we must first show that 
Te I and Te2 collapse the same points on SI , the limit set for po( G} . 

Let x, y E SI be such that Tel (x) = Tel (y). Since SI is the limit set for 
po( G}, we can write x = limi -+oo Xi and y = limi -+oo Yi' where Xi are the 
attracting fixed points of some sequence {PO(gi)} c po(G} and Yi are the 
attracting fixed points of some sequence {po(hi )} c po(G}. Because Tel is 
continuous, we have 

~im Tel (Xi) = ~im Tel (yJ 
' ..... 00 1-+00 
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Further, it is clear that Xk(Xj) are the attracting fixed points of Pk(gj) ' and 
likewise for xk(Yj) and Pk(hj) , for k = 1, 2. Thus, since !T conjugates 
PI to P2' we have x2(xj) = !T(xi (Xj)) and similarly for Yj. It follows by 
continuity of !F that 

~im x2(xj ) = ~im !T(XI (x;)) 
1-+00 1-+00 

= pm !T(xi (Y j )) 
1-+00 

= ~im X 2(y·) , 
1-+00 1 

and therefore x2(x) = x2(Y). Interchanging XI with x2 in this argument, and 
replacing !T with !T-I , we see that the opposite implication holds as well. 
Thus X I and x2 identify the same points of Sl . 

If r I and r 2 have just one degenerate end then we have shown that they 
have the same ending lamination. In this case we note also that, since !T is 
assumed conformal on the domain of discontinuity of r I ' we may assume that 
Po is a Fuchsian representation uniformizing the resulting conformal structure 
on S. Thus we may assume that X I and x2 are conformal on the lower 
hemisphere 0_. 

If r I and r 2 have two degenerate ends then we have shown that every leaf 
of i~ or i~ occurs as a leaf of i! or i~ . But since each leaf of <I>i on S 
intersects every leaf of <I>~ and vice versa (each leaf is dense by Lemma 2.4), 
it follows that either <I>! = <I>~ and <I>! = <I>~ , or vice versa, <I>! = <I>~ and 
<I>! = <I>~. We may assume without loss of generality that the first case occurs; 
the second case can be reduced to the first by precomposing x2 with a reflection 

~ I of C through S . 
Thus, since the ending foliations are the same, we may put the same model 

metric s from Corollary 5.10 on S x R for both groups, and obtain both XI 
and x2 as the extensions to t of the maps Fj = 1; 0 '" constructed in the 
proof of Theorem D. Choosing a quasi-inverse 1;1 for 1,., we see that the 
quasi-isometry h 01;1 extends to give the map !T at infinity. As in Theorem 
A, we conclude that !T is a Mobius transformation. 0 

9. ApPENDIX: ENDING LAMINATIONS 

This appendix contains a more careful discussion of simply degenerate ends 
and ending laminations. These results are due to Thurston, but are not easily 
accessible in print. We also include here a discussion of the results from [Min93] 
which are the main new facts needed for the proof of Theorem A. 

We shall assume throughout this section that N is a hyperbolic manifold 
without cusps, satisfying Bonahon's condition Cl. Recall from section 2.1 that 
an end of N is simply degenerate if there is a sequence of simple closed curves 
on the corresponding boundary component of the compact core whose geodesic 
representatives exit the end. Thurston showed [Thu82a] that each of these 
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geodesics can be completed to a lamination which can serve as the pleating 
locus for a pleated surface. Thus an equivalent definition of simple degeneracy 
is given by the following lemma. We note also that it is possible to replace the 
pleated surfaces by "simplicial hyperbolic surfaces" which are constructed with 
finite triangulations, as in [BonS6] and [Can93]. 

Lemma 9.1 (Thurston). An end e of a manifold N without cusps satisfying 
Cl is simply degenerate if and only if there is a sequence of pleated surfaces 
{gi: (Se' Pi) -+ N}, homotopic to the inclusion map of Se' which are eventually 
contained in any neighborhood of e . 

We say that the pleated surfaces gi "exit the end". 

Compactifications of !T(S). The ending laminations can be understood heuris-
tically as a limiting version of the Riemann surface invariants of geometri-
cally finite ends, by recalling that !T(S) can be compacti1ied in several use-
ful (non-equivalent) ways, so that the added points are identified with the 
sphere .9'.L2'(S). Let us recall two such compactifications, Thurston's and 
Teichmiiller's (see [KerSO, MasS2] for results on the similarities and differences 
between the two). 

Thurston's compactification (see [Thua, FLP79]) uses the relation between 
intersection numbers of laminations and lengths in a degenerating sequence of 
metrics. In particular, as stated in Theorem 2.2 of [Thua] (see also [Thub] for 
the construction), a sequence {Pi E !T(S)} converges to P E .9'.L2'(S) if and 
only if there exists a sequence of measured laminations Pi whose projective 
classes [Pi] converge to p, such that for each J.l E L2'(Se) there is C(J.l) 
such that for any i 

(9.1) 

Furthermore, the lengths lpi (P;> go to infinity. 
A Teichmiiller compactification is obtained by fixing a basepoint [p] E !T(S) 

and considering the parametrization of !T(S) by Teichmiiller rays originating 
at [p]. To each ray we associate its endpoint, the vertical foliation of the 
quadratic differential, which determines a unique member of .9'.L2'(S). 

Using these compactifications, we can relate Ae to the asymptotics of the 
sequence of structures {pJ of the pleated surfaces in Lemma 9.1: 

Lemma 9.2. Let N be a hyperbolic 3-manifold without cusps, satisfying condition 
Cl. Let {gi: (Se' pJ -+ N} be a sequence of pleated surfaces exiting the end e. 
Let LI be the set of accumulation points of ([Pin in Thurston's compactijication 
of !T(S). Fixing a basepoint for !T(S) , let L2 be the set of accumulation points 
in the co"esponding Teichmuller compactijication. Then LI and L2 consist of 
(projectivized) measured laminations with the same support, Ae. 

Note that we are not imposing condition C2 on N in this theorem. This is 
because the proof of the general case is not much harder than the restricted case. 
However we still avoid the case of cusps, which involves further technicalities. 
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Proof. As we will see in a moment, the sequence {[Pi]} must leave every 
compact set in !T(Se) , so that LI and L2 are each contained in .94'2'(Se). 
Consider P E 4'2'(Se) representing a point in L I , and assume (restricting to 
a subsequence if necessary) that [Pi] -+ [P] in Thurston's compactification. Let 
Pi E 4'2'(S) be a sequence such that [Pi] -+ [P] in .94'2'(Se) ' and so that 
the inequalities (9.1) hold relating intersection with Pi to length in Pi. 

Any geodesic lamination admits a non-zero measure (see [Thu82a, Theorem 
8.10.6] or [Lev83]), although the measure may be supported in a sublamination. 
Choose such a measure for the pleating locus of gi' denoting by Ai the resulting 
element of 4'2'(Se). Normalize in the PI metric via 

A 1 
Ai = i (k) Ai· 

PI I 

Then (taking a further subsequence if needed), we have 1i -+ A E 4'2'(Se) 
where, by Lemma 2.3, SUpp(A) = Ae . 

Our task is to use these two sequences of laminations to show that SUpp(A) = 
supp(P). We will use the fact that (see Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4) the lamination 
Ae intersects every other lamination on S, and consists of a single minimal 
component. It follows that, for any measured lamination a, 

supp(a) = Ae ~ i(a, A) = O. 

We show first that the normalized pleating laminations 1i grow very short 
in Pi. If dri(gi(Se) ' gi (Se» > D, then 

(9.2) 

This follows just as in Lemma 4.3 if Ai is a simple closed curve. If Ai is not 
a closed curve, we can approximate it by simple closed curves whose geodesic 
representatives are as close as we like to gi(Ai ) and obtain the inequality in 
the limit. (We are using here the fact that the length of the realization of 
a lamination depends continuously on the lamination; see [Thua, Proposition 
3.1] for a statement, and [Thu82a, CEG87] for exposition of the techniques 
needed.) 

Thus, i p;(1i) 5 (coshD)-I -+ O. Note that it now clearly follows that [Pi] 

leaves every compact set in !T(Se). Let Pi denote Pi divided by its PI-length, 
so that Pi -+ (1/ipl (P»P . 

We now show i(Pi , 1i) -+ O. Applying the first inequality of (9.1) to J.l = 1i 
we conclude that 

i(1i' Pi) -+ o. 
Since lpi (Pi) -+ 00, even after normalizing Pi' we get i(1i' P;> -+ 0, so that 

i(A,P)=O, 

and the lemma follows for Ll . 
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The proof for L2 is similar, but we must first recall the notion of ex-
tremallength for elements of .L!JT(S) ~ L.:?(S). Extremal length is an invari-
ant of curves on a Riemann surface (S, 0"), invented by Ahlfors and Beurl-
ing (see [AbI73]). Kerckhoff [KerSOJ showed that it extends to a function 
Eu : .L!JT(S) -+ R+, which scales quadratically with the measure; that is, 

2 Eu(CA) = C Eu(A). 

We shall need to know the following relation of Eu to Teichmiiller distance 
(also from [KerSO)): 

(9.3) 
I Ep(Y) 

dT(p, 0") = sup 210g-E ( ) 
yEL ~(S) u I' 

for any [p], [0"] E 9"(S). In fact, the vertical foliation of the quadratic differ-
ential determining the Teichmiiller geodesic from [p] to [0"] actually realizes 
this supremum. That is, if P is the endpoint in L!T(S) of the ray based at 
[p J and passing through 0", then 

Ep(P) 
(9.4) Eu(P) = exp2dT (p, 0"). 

The similarity of these facts to Lemma 2.5 is not accidental. There is the 
following relationship between extremal and hyperbolic lengths: 

2 2 (9.5) cllq(y) S Eq(Y) S c2(0")lq(Y) , 

where cI depends only on x(S) , and c2 depends only on the minimum injec-
tivity radius in the hyperbolic metric representing [O"J (see [MasS5] as well as 
[Min93]). 

We also need the following inequality: 

(9.6) i(a l , ( 2 )2 S E q (a l )Eu (a2 ) 

for any aI' a 2 E L.:?(S) and [O"J E 9"(S) . This is an elementary fact; a proof 
can be found in [Min93J, for example. 

Now fix a basepoint [pJ E 9"(Se) , and let Pj E L.:?(S) represent the end-
point ofthe ray based at [p] and passing through [Pj]. Then, possibly restrict-
ing to a subsequence, [PJ converges to [P] in L2 • As in the first half of the 
proof we now bound i(Pj , AJ. 

Since dT(p, Pj) -+ 00, we conclude from (9.4) that Ep/Pi)/Ep(Pi) -+ O. 
Thus, normalize this time by 

A 1/2 A so that Pi -+ Ep(P)- p, and Ep/Pj ) -+ O. 
Let us now adjust the sequence Ai so that the normalized sequence ii = 

Ep (A j)-1/2Aj also has vanishing extremal lengths in Pj. Fix f. > 0 less than the 
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Margulis constant for H3 . If gj(Se) misses the €-thin part of N then there is 
a lower bound of € on the injectivity radius in Pj' so that Eppoj) ,...., l~y), 
by (9.5). Suppose that this holds for infinitely many gj' Then, after passing to 
a subsequence, we may conclude . 

A Ep'v"j) 
Epy";) = E;()..j) -+ 0 

by virtue of (9.2). Applying (9.6) we obtain 

i(Pj , lj) -+ 0, 

so that i (ft , )..) = 0, concluding the proof in this case. 
If, on the other hand, for infinitely many i, the image gj(S) passes through 

a component 1'; of the €-thin part of N corresponding to some geodesic "Ij 
in N, then (see [Thu86, proof of Proposition 5.9]) g;l(Tj) is contained in 
the €'-thin part of (S, Pj), where €' depends on € and lime_of' = O. In 
particular suppose that € is sufficiently small that €' is also less than the Mar-
gulis constant. Then there is some simple closed curve )..~ in Se whose image is 
homotopic to "Ij and such that lp/)..~) :s; €'. The sequence {)..~} must exit the 
end e as well, since only finitely many thin parts Tj can meet a compact subset 
of N. Thus, by Lemma 2.3, [)..~] -+ [;..'] E fJ'J.Lfl7(Se) with supp(;..') = )..e . 

Since lp/)..~) :s; €' we may conclude that Epi()..~) is bounded, because for 
sufficiently short curves on arbitrary surfaces, E is bounded above by a multiple 
of l (see [Mas85]). On the other hand, Ep()..~) -+ 00, since there are only a 
finite number of curves of p-Iength less than any given constant. Normalizing 
as above, we have 

E (J.) -+ O. Pi I 

Again, by (9.6) it follows that 

and therefore i(P,)..) = O. 0 

Note. Suppose that, in the proof of the above theorem, we replace the metrics 
P j with hyperbolic metrics p~ which differ by a bounded distortion. The rel-
evant behavior of the extremal and hyperbolic lengths of curves in the proof 
(convergence to zero or (0) would be unchanged by this perturbation, so the 
same conclusion would hold for the accumulation points of the p~. Thus we 
may state: 

Corollary 9.3. The conclusions olLemma 9.2 hold if the metrics Pj are replaced 
by p~ such that dr(pj' p~) is uniformly bounded above. 

Ends and Teichmiiller rays. Lemma 9.2 shows that the invariant )..e gives some 
information about the geometry of N in a neighborhood of the end e, by 
means of the sequence of metrics Pj on the pleated surfaces in the end. This 
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information is incomplete, however: it encodes only the asymptotics of the se-
quence, without further control on where in :T(Se) the points [Pi] lie. The 
expectation is, at least for a manifold satisfying Cl-2, that [Pj] should lie in 
a bounded neighborhood of a geodesic. In fact, one can interpret Lemma 4.8 
as the statement that, given conditions Cl-2, the points [Pj] describe a "quasi-
geodesic" in a certain sense. However, this property is not enough in general 
to imply that they lie near a true geodesic. Some use of the global geometry 
of Teichmilller space is needed to obtain this additional information, as well 
as the introduction of a further technique for controlling maps of surfaces into 
N, namely harmonic mappings. This is carried out in [Min92] and [Min93], 
where the following is shown: 
Theorem 9.4 (Theorem A of [Min93]). Let N satisfy C2. If f: S --+ N is an 
incompressible map, then there is a Teichmuller geodesic segment, ray, or line 
L c :T(S) and a constant A (depending on the € in C2) such that for every 
pleated surface g : (S, p) --+ N homotopic to f, the structure [p] is at most 
a distance A from L. Conversely, for each [0'] E L there is a pleated surface 
g: (S, p) --+ N homotopic to f, with d(a, p) SA. 

If f is the inclusion map of a boundary component Se C 8K(N) for a simply 
degenerate end e, then L contains at least a Teichmuller ray. 

We can now restate Theorem 5.5 (Ending ray), and show how it follows 
from Theorem 9.4. 

Theorem 5.5 (Ending ray). Fix a compact 3-manifold N whose interior No 
admits hyperbolic structures, and such that 7r 1 (N) is indecomposable (condition 
C 1). For each boundary component Se of N (where e denotes the corresponding 
end of No), fix a basepoint rae] in :T(Se)' 

If N is a hyperbolic manifold homeomorphic to No and satisfying C2, then 
each simply degenerate end e of N gives rise to a unique Teichmuller ray 
R(ae , <l>e), which satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 9.4, and such that the 
vertical foliation of <l>e is equivalent to the ending lamination Ae' 

Proof Let N satisfy Cl and C2, and let Se be the boundary component of 
K(N) corresponding to a simply degenerate end e. Theorem 9.4 gives some 
ray R = R(a, <1» in ff(Se) such that any point on R lies near the induced 
metric of a pleated surface homotopic to the inclusion. It remains only to 
observe that 0' and <I> are as claimed. 0 

Corollary 9.3 of Lemma 9.2 implies that the measured foliation <l>e,v' which 
represents the unique accumulation point of R in the Teichmiiller compactifi-
cation, must have underlying foliation which is equivalent to the ending lam-
ination Ae' To see that R is unique (given 0'), we must show that <I> is the 
unique quadratic differential with this property, up to a real scaling factor. 

We say that a ray (or line) R in :T(Se) is precompact if its projection to the 
moduli space L(Se) lies in a compact subset. In other words, R is precompact 
exactly if there is a positive lower bound to inju for all [0'] E R. 
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A result of Masur [Mas, Theorem 1.1] says that if a ray R( (I , <1» is precom-
pact, then its endpoint <I> v is uniquely ergodic. That is, the underlying foliation 
supports a unique transverse measure up to scaling, namely the one induced by 
1<1>1· 

In our case, the ray R is clearly precompact, since the injectivity radius 
condition on N implies the same lower bound on each pleated surface metric 
[p] near any point of R. Thus <I> is uniquely determined by Ae (up to scaling). 

Furthermore, the choice of the basepoint [(I] is in fact irrelevant: By another 
theorem of Masur [MasSO], the unique ergodicity of <I> v implies that if we 
choose a new ray R«(I', <1>') where <1>' is the unique holomorphic quadratic 
differential in (S, (I') such that <I>~ is measure-equivalent to <l>v ' then this ray 
is asymptotic to the original one. Thus, the statement of Theorem 9.4 is still 
true for this ray, at the expense of changing the constants. It follows that we 
may assume that (I is (Ie' the fixed basepoint of !T(Se). 0 
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ABsTRACT. Thurston's ending lamination conjecture states that a hyperbolic 
manifold is uniquely determined by a collection of Riemann surfaces and geo-
desic laminations that describe the asymptotic geometry of its ends. We prove 
this conjecture for the case of manifolds whose fundamental group is freely 
indecomposable, and which admit a positive lower bound on injectivity radii. 

The techniques of the proof apply to show that a Kleinian surface group ad-
mitting a positive lower bound on injectivity radii is continuously semiconjugate 
to a Fuchsian group. This extends results of Cannon and Thurston. 

A further consequence is a rigidity theorem for surface groups satisfying the 
injectivity radius condition, namely that two such groups whose actions on the 
sphere are conjugate by a homeomorphism that is conformal on the domains 
of discontinuity must be conjugate by a Mobius transformation. 
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